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PREFACE. 
This thesis is a study of the impact of an earthen-fill dam on .the 
ground-water flow regime. The basic approach was to adapt and apply ~n 
existing mathematical model to the problem of seepage from an earthen 
structure •. A thorough review of existing hydrologic and geohydrologic 
data for the area to be modeled was completed. The data obtained by 
core drilling and well monitoring during this study was correlated with 
existing data for the area. These data were used as the boundary 
parameters for the mathematical model applied to.the problem. 
Several of the mathematical tnodels available for ground-water flow 
problems were reviewed and one was selected and adapted to the IBM 360-50 
computer for this study. 
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This study was done in cooperation with the Southern Great Plains 
Research Watershed at Chickasha, Oklahoma. The station was established 
in 19.61 and since that time, has been conducting studies on the effects 
of upstream land management practices on the flow regime along the main 
stem of the Washita River from Anadarko to Alex, Oklaho~~. The ground-
water segment of the hydrologic cycle has been under investigation to 
determine its impact on the flow regime in the main stem of the Washita 
River. In order to evaluate adequately the effects of ground-water flow 
· on the main stem, it was first necessary to determine the impact of up-
stream changes and improvements on the local ground-water flow. 
Objectives 
The objective of this study was to determine the impact on the 
ground-water flow regime ~ssociated with an earthen-fill dam on a 
typical upstream tributary of the Washita River. A mathematical model 
was used to dis~ribµte hydrogeologic parameters in order that a more 
realistic potential head response could be determined for water seeping 
either under or around a dam. Using this information, the time of 
travel, quantity and quality of both subsurface flow downstream and 
effluent flow can be more accurately predicted. 
2 
The validity of the mathematical model was tested by determining 
how well the mathematically determined distribution of the coeffici~nts 
of permeability and the mathematically produced piezbmetric surfaces 
would compare with measured data. 
The distribution of the coefficient of permeability, determined 
mathematically, was compared with maps prepared using pump test or lab-
oratory data. The piezometric surface maps developed mathematically 
were compared with the measured piezometric surface. A comparison of 
the mathematically predicted piezometric surface and the actual piezo-
metric surface measured both "Before" and "After" the construction of 
the dam was also used to determine the validity of the predicted sub-
surface flow downstream from the dam. When it was determined that the 
predicted piezometric surface reasonably described the water-level con-
ditions after dam construction, values from this surface were selected 
as input to a mathematical model. The model was used to determine the 
rate of subsurface flow under and around the dam and the downstream 
distance where effluent conditions would appear as base flow. 
Procedure 
Site 13 on the Sugar Creek watershed of the Washita River was 
I 
selected for extensive instrumentation. The dam at Site 13 is about 
1,000 feet wide and is east trending across a broad flat alluvial flood 
plain. There was initially very little channel present in the valley 
and a shallow water table existed during wet periods. The bedrock at 
the edges of the valley and against.which the dam abuts on either end 
\ 
are the Rush Springs Formation {sandstone) of Permian age and the 
underlying Marlow Formation {shale). 
3 
Anetwork of some 96 piezometers was installed at this site to 
monitor the changes in ground-water levels "Before'' and "After" the dam 
was cotnpleted and filled with water. The piezometers were installed 
using for the most part. hand-driven, 1/2-inch steel casing. In addition, 
thirty-one 1-1/2-inch casings were set in holes, drilled using the 
rotary method, to deeper depths than it was possible to hand drive the 
smaller casing. The distribution of these instruments is shown in 
Figure 1. 
Piezometer measurements made prior to the completion of the struc-
ture and. continuing through the.· first filling of the structure indicated 
that there was hydraulic transmission from the water stored in the 
reservoir to the water moving in the subsurface downstream from the 
structure (32). Site 13 was considered an excellent location to test 
out a mathematical model which could be applied to predict the impact 
of these structures on ground-water flow because of a history of appar-
ent seepage from the reservoir. The topographic and physical features 
of the Site 13 drainage area were also typical of many of the watersheds 
where flo.odwater retarding structures have been built in the Southern 
Great Plains (5). 
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DESCRIPTION OF STUDY .AREA 
Geographic Location 
The Site 13 floodwater retarding structure is an earthen-fill dam 
which is located 4 miles south and 1-1/2 miles west of the town of 
Hinton, Oklahoma in Caddo County (Figure 2) •. The structure is built 
across a tributary to Sugar Creek which is a tributary to the Washita 
River. The drainage area into the structure is approximately 1,165 
acres, or just under 2 square miles (25). The valley is southwest 
trending and is confluent with Sugar Creek approximately 1,500 feet 
downstream from the structure. 
Economy 
In the upper Sugar Creek Watershed, the economy is primarily agri-
culture. To the west of the study area is a heavily developed area of 
irrigation wells which are used to provide water for growing of peanuts 
and melons (5) (30). The cultivation occurs in the silty to sandy allu-
vial material as well as in the shallow soil profile which has developed 
on the flat surface of the upper extent of the Rush Springs sandstone. 
Within the perimeter of the Site 13 study area, the primary econo-
mic activity is raising cattle. These graze on the grasslands in the 
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near the watershed divide, some small grain is grown. There are two 
hybrid walnut groves along the abutments on either side and downstream 
from the structure; however, these are not considered an economic enter-
prise at present. 
Geology 
General 
There are three geologic units exposed in the Site 13 study reach 
(9). Two of these units are Permian in age while the third is Quater-
nary. A geologic map of the upper Sugar Creek watershed by Levings was 
used as a base map for this study (Figure 3). Both field work in the 
Site 13 study reach area and the drill hole logs and cores obtained by 
the Soil Conservation Service and the Agricultural Research Service were 
used to describe the alluvium and bedrock as well as their hydraulic 
properties. 
Permian System 
The Marlow Formation and the Rush Springs Formation, which together 
make up the White Horse Group, are the two Permian strata that crop out 
in the Site 13 study area (1). The Marlow Formation outcrops in the 
study area only in badly eroded gullies and along roadsides near the 
alluvium contact in the Site 13 study area. It is the older of the two 
Permian strata, and can be characterized as a red brown siltstone with 
lenses of very fine sandstone and gypsiferous stringers. The Marlow 
Formation i,s in contact with the alluvium generally in the subsurface of 
the Site 13 study area and is of primary significance in this study be-
I 
cause it serves as ft low~r boundary for determining the extent of 
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ground-water seepage movement out of the Site 13 reservoir. The Marlow 
Formation is overlain disconformably throughout the Site 13 study area 
by the Rush Springs Formation. The contact zone between these two for-
mations is di£ficult to map because it is gradational in nature and the 
texture of the underlying sandy siltstone of the.Marlow Formation and 
' overlying f~ne-grained sandstone of the Rush Springs Formation has simi-
lar weathering characteristics. The Rush Springs Formation is composed 
of sub-angular to sub-rounded quartz grains with calcite and iron 
cementing agents which are typical of the Permian strata of the area. 
The Rush Springs Formation is primarily a reddish brown to reddish 
orange silty fin.e to medium grained cross-bedded sandstone and appears 
in road cuts as erosion-resistant steep walls. Near the watershed di-
vides of the Site 13 area, the thickness of the Rush Springs Formation 
is as much as 100 feet. The Rush Springs Formation thins to only a few 
feet in the·area of the dam site and therefore is not a significant 
aquifer for an irrigation supply in the study area. 
Quaternary System 
The Quaternary system exposed in the Site 13 study area is made up 
entirely of nonindurated flood plain alluvium. These materials range in 
size from clays through coarse sands, but are primarily in the clay, 
silt, and very fine sand range. Nearly 40 percent of the watershed area 
of the Site 13 study area is overlain by these alluvial sediments. The 
dam is built with a relatively impermeable core extending along its en-
tire length and rests upon 50 to 60 feet of silt and fine sand. 
Gradational variations of the grain size of sediments within the allu-
'vium commonly occur both vertically and horizontally. 
10 
The thickness of the alluvium ranges from zero feet at the bedrock 
contacts on either side of the valley to as much as 100 feet near the 
center of the \•alley •. However, most. of the sediments encountered at 
depths below 50-52 feet were impermeable clays. The top of the clay was 
used as a lower hydraulic boundary in modeling the center of the valley. 
Us:l.ng the clay as a lower boundary a. more or less rectangular cross sec-
tion can be visualized which is approximately 1,000 feet wide and 50 
feet deep. Seepage from the structure can be considered to flow through 
this cross section •. 
Topography 
The land surface of the Site 13 study area is moderate to sharply 
rolling with the more erosion-resistant sandstone in the Rush Springs 
Formation acting as a controlling feature which generally exhibits steep 
sided gullies and canyons. A dendritic drainage pattern is character-
istic of the upper reaches of the Sugar Creek Watershed and in the Site 
13 drainage area, where the topographic relief ranges from 1,395 feet on 
the valley floor to 1,475 feet in the watershed divide. 
The channel that controls the flow down the Site 13 tributary 
valley is very shallow and practically nonexistent in the upper reaches. 
The channel downstream from the structure has been modified into a 
drainage ditch by the Soil Conservation Service in order to help relieve 
high water table conditions after the structure was built. A topo-
graphic map of the area with the dam in place is shown in Figure 4. 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
Data 
Continuous recorder wells and piezometers were strategically loca-
ted and drilled to varying depths to determine the extent of transient 
or vertical movement of ground-water flow near the dam. The additional 
piezometers were installed in groups of three on the downstream side and 
on the top of the dam (Figure 5) and were used to monitor differences in 
piezometric head through the structure. Water level observations since 
August 1973, in the piezometer banks indicate that pressure head differ-
ences occurring at different depths near the base of the dam were less 
than 2-1/2 feet and therefore, vertical flows.within the system were 
considered negligible. The hydrographs for the piezometer banks at Site 
13 are shown in Figures 6, 7, 8, and 9. Because vertical flow was found 
to be insignificant, it was possible to use a two dimensional, steady 
state mathematical model to describe the flow system. 
Three holes were core drilled, one below (Well No. 784) and two 
above the dam (Wells No. 774 and 783). Samples from these holes were 
analyzed in the laboratory to determine both vertical and horizontal 
permeabilities of the alluvial sediments on which the dam was built. 
A Damco rotary drilling rig was used for the coring. Because 
unconsolidated and bedrock materials from both the saturated and unsatu-
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. necessary. Mr. Bob R. Toland, dril.ler for the Agricultural Research 
Service in Bushland, Texas, was employed for this 'field investigation. 
Similar procedures had been used during an investigation in the lower 
Sugar Creek Watershed in 1970 (9). 
Laboratory Procedures 
18 . 
A Soil Test Model K-670 high pressure permeameter was used for the 
laboratory determination of the coefficient of permeability. The perme-
ameter test runs were made on the small 3/4-inch diameter, vertical and 
horizontal plugs which were obtained from the larger 3-inch piston and 
push tube cores. Selection of the plugs was made on the basis of 
changes in visual appearance of the material. The visual descriptions 
of these materials are listed in Table 1. Using this permeameter test, 
both constant head and falling head permeabilities were obtained for the 
material and the results of the analyses are shown in Table 2. Values 
obtained from the permeability tests were expressed in gallons per day 
per square foot. These values were corrected to a field temperature of 
16° C. for use as field permeabilities. The cumulative distribution of 
sediment size was determined for each plug sample using the visual accu-
mulation tube method (31). The resulting statistics of the sediment 
distribution are also shown in Table 2. 
Evaluation of Pump Test Data 
Ideally, a pump test in the field would represent a measure of the 
amount of water that can travel through the subsurface material in re-
sponse to a constant pumping rate •. However, it has been found in these 
investigations and in other pump tests studies that well completion 
Data Number 
Sample/Data/Depth 
































DESCRIPTION OF CORE SAMPLES 
Detailed Laboratory Description 
type, size; colorj other 
Silt and clay; black 
Sand, very fine; red brown~ vertical black silt streaks and 
vertical rootlets; no visible crossbedding 
Sand, very fine; red brown with laminated silt streak; no 
viaible crossbedding 
Silt and clay; gray 
Silt and clay; gray and buff 
Sand, very fine; brown and silt; black 
Sand, very fine and fine; brown 
Silt and clay; black 
Sand, very fine and fine; red brown with silt 
Sand, very fine and fine; red brown 
Sand, very fine; red brown, massive, no visible crossbedding 
Sand, very fine and silt; dark gray brown; massive, no visible 
crossbedding - • 
Sand, very fine and fine; red brown 
Sand, very fine; buff 
Sand, very fine and silt; dark brown; massive, no visible 
crossbedding -
Sand, very fine and silt; brown 
Silt; brown -
Sand, very fine; red brown; with. short vertical streaks of 
black silt and with vertical streaks of light gray very 
fine and fine sand; massive, no visible crossbedding 
Clay; dark gray · 
Sand, fine; tan 
Clay; dark. gray 
Sandstone; massive, well cemented 
Sandstone; with horizontal fractures filled with soft sandy 
clay 
Siltstone, with sandstone; medium hard 




ANALYSES OF CORED SAMPLES 
Daea Number Grain Size Distribution PermeabilitI 
% by Weight Uniformity 
of Fine. Coeff. Falling Head Constant Head 
Sample/Data/Depth Fract1on Grain Size 60mm 24°C/16°c 24°C/16°c 
,No. No. (ft.) (<.062111111) D50(111111) 10iiim (gpd/ft2) (gpd/ft2) Direction 
5A/774/0-.1 Not sampled (Too thin) 
5B/774/0.1-l.l 29.5 .01 1.29 2.09/1.71 1.64/1.35 Horizontal 
5B/774/0. l-l.1 10.7 .105 1.88 2~82/2.31 2.56/2.10 Vertical 
4A/774/5.l-5.4 35.6 .069 1.5 14.35/11.77 9.12/7.48 Horizontal 
4A/774/5.1-5.4 17.1 .081 1.53 4.94/4.05 4.06/3.33 Vertical 
4B/774/5.4-5.9 65.8 .05 1.54 Impermeable Impermeable Vertical 
~ 
4C/774/5.9-6.6 Not sampled (Impermeable) 
~ 7A/774/7.4-7. 7 Not sampled 
(Too thin) 
7B/774/7. 7-8. 7 . 15.4 .08 1.5 2.1/1.73 2.80/2.30 Horizontal 
~ 
7B/774/7.7-8.7 11.3 .on 1.5 3.33/2.7.3 3.57/2.93 Vertical 
3A/774/ll.0-12.5 66.1 .04 2.09 Impermeable Impermeable Vertical 
i lA/774/11.0-12.5 59.8 .059 1.61 Impermeable Impermeable Horizontal 
lOA/774/18.7-18.9 24.4 .072 1.32 3.91/3.2 5.05/4.14 Horizontal 
lOB/774/18.9-19.8 19.7 .08 1.47 Lost Lost Vertical · 
lB/774/23.2-23.7 41.9 .067 1.29 Impermeable Impermeable Vertica.1 
lB/774/23.2-23.7 39.6 .068 13.33 Impermeable Impermeable Horizontal 
lA/774/23.7-24.9 18.6 .078 1.4 21.06/17.27 · 15.81/13.02 Horizontal 
lA/774/23.7-24~9 20.2 .079 1.44 4-.67/3.83 5.79/4.74 Vertical 
8A/774/49.3-50.7 12.2 .085 1.48 8.83/7.24. 10.66/8.74 Horizontal 
8A/774/49.3-50.7 10.9 .085 1.51 38~87/31.87 41.86[34_.32 Vertical 
II 
12A!Bedrock/38.5-38.7 Not sampled (Too thin) 
12B/Bedrock/38.7-39.0 Not sampled (Too thin) 
12E/Bedrock/40.4-40.5 · Not sampled (Too thin) 
12C/Bedrock/39.o-40.0 71.8 .04 2.04 Impermeable Impermeable Horizontal 
12D/Bedrock/40.0-40.4 45.5 .066 1.64 !5!ermeable Im2ermeable · Horizontal 
2A/784/2.2-2.7 30.3 (wax contaminated) 43.39/35.58 33.49/27.46 Vertical 
2B/784/1.5-2.2 8.3 .078 1.27 3.03/2.48 2.62/4.15 Horizontal 
2B/784/l.5-2.2 15.7 .077 1.81 54.91/45.03 41.49/34.02 Vertical 
i 2A/784/2.2-2.7 32.8 .07 1.36 18.47/15.lS 61.59/50.51 Horizontal 9A/784/2.5-3.3 40.8. .06 1.4 . 1.87/1.53 l.31/1.07 Horizontal 
I 
9B/784/3.3-3.6 34 .07 1.36 .74/.61 l.28/1.05 Horizontal 
6A/784/3.6-5.0 17 .085 1.5 1.12/.92 .575/ .472 Horizontal 
rn 6A/784/3.6-5.0 35.8 .073 1.39 .956/.984 .991/.813 Vertical 
llA/784/60.0-60.4 Clay Impermeable Impermeable 
llC/784/60.5-61.4 Clay Impermeable Impermeable 




plays a vital part in the accuracy and acceptability of field pump test 
data. In these particular tests, stainless steel well screens having 
slot size 8 and 14 were used because it was known that the materials to 
be tested were very fine. Actually, the openings of size 14 screens 
were too large, but due to economic considerations, it was necessary to 
use those screens which were used in other areas. Because the materiuls 
in the Site 13 alluvium contained a large percentage of silt size 
material and some cohesive clay materials, well completion was difficult. 
The low range of permeabilities derived from the laboratory perme-
ameter tests does correspond to the very low range of permeabilities 
derived by the field pump testing methods used. The results of the pump 
tests are compared with the laboratory permeabilities in Table 3. The 
method used in the Site 13 study was the Jacob's modification of a non-
equilibrium method since it was not possible to maintain constant 
pumping rates over long periods of time in these tests. Drawdown versus 
log time curves developed from the Site 13 pump tests are shown in 
Figures 10 at1d 11. Using these two methods of determining the coeffi-
cient of permeability, acceptable values of permeability were assigned 
to the sediments at the selected pump test sites and were used as input 
data to the n1athematical model. 
Permeability Distribution 
The results of both pump test and laboratory analyses are presented 
in the extension of the permeability versus grain size distribution en-
velope in Figure 12. A grouping of permeabilities from pump test and 
laboratory analysis of samples taken during rotary drilling operations 
were done using the methods developed by Kent (7), for materials in 
22 
TABLE III 
SUMMARY OF PUMP TEST ANALYSES 
K K 




777 13. 2 .2.12 0.00200 
776 11.8 1.89 0.00084 
780 14.4 2.31 0.00018 
Average 2.10 0.00100 
South Wells 
789 18.9 3.04 0.00156 
790 1.1 0.17 0.00024 
786 1. 9 0.30 0.00026 
785 1.3 0.21 0.00024 
Average 0.93 0.00057 
Average of all observation wells, K = 1.43 ft/day 
Average of all observation wells, S = 0.00076 
]:_I Source: R. K. Linsley, M, A. Kohler, and J. L. Paulhus, Applied 
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lower Sugar Creek Valley at the Curly Chief pump test site. The method 
assigned permeability values to five ranges of grain-size distribution. 
Ranges 1 through 4 are shown in Figure 12 and range 5 is an estimated 
value for sections of the drill hole where no sample was recovered. The 
permeability value for the range 5 materials was 580 gallons per day per 
square foot, or 77 feet per day. The materials sampled at Site 13 were 
primarily silt to very fine sand and were in permeability range 1, which 
ranges from 0.5 to 1.5 feet per day. A contour map of both the measured 
and mathematically approximated permeabilities was superimposed over a 
hand drawn flow net of the Site 13 flow system. The average permea-
bility from the contour map was assigned at the center of the individual 
flow-tube element. These values were then used to compute the travel 
time and discharge along the flow tubes. 
The data obtained at the Site 13 pump test sites were used to extend 
the permeability envelope into the very fine sand and silt ranges. 
There were a total of 56 samples used in the laboratory determination of 
permeabilities at the site. 
A single core sample was taken from the Rush Springs Formation on 
the west side of the valley. However, laboratory permeameter tests of 
the material in this core. showed the section sampled to be impermeable. 
Because earlier tests in the Rush Springs Formation resulted in perme-
abilities of about 35 gallons per day per square foot, it was concluded 
that the single core was not representative of the study area (1) (30). 
Therefore, the higher value permeability was used for those flow tubes 
that fell within the Rush Springs Formation. 
An isometric diagram of the several wells at the site was made to 
27 
better understand the permeability distribution in the area. This repre-
sentation of subsurface data is shown in Figure 13. This information 
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Model Selection and Adaptation 
Mathematical models by Jepson (6), Knowles (8), Reddell (21), 
Szalay (26), and Nelson (14) were reviewed prior to the selection of the 
appropriate model for this study. 
The model selected for this study was one developed by Nelson (14) 
under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission and is used to 
distribute the permeabilities over an area and to develop the time of 
travel for ground-water flow (10) (12) (16) (17). Nelson's steady state 
flow model consists of three submodels which have the following func-
tions: STREAM is used to develop the equation of the ground-water flow 
lines; GENORO is a surface-fitting routine which distributes permea-
bility from one known point over the area being modeled by an energy 
dissipating method; and STEADY calculates hydraulic potentials for con-
ditions derived from STREAM and GENORO. A flow diagram used to show the 
concept and development of the adaptation of the model to the study at 
Site 13 is shown in Figure 14. 
STEADY is used to solve the partial differential equations 
governing ground-water flow using the method of finite differences. 
Both forward and backward finite differencing is done at the node· 
points. The Gauss-Sidel method of over relaxation for surrounding node 
29 
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points is used to speed convergence between nodes. Successive overre-
laxation techniques are used to speed convergence in the matrix. A 
detailed description of the model STEADY along with the theoretical 
development of the model and a complete description of the computer 
codes by Risenaur (24) appear in the literature (14). In order to apply 
STEADY, initial potential data must be input at each node and a value of 
permeability must be known for each node; i.e., point of intersection of 
a set of equispaced grid lines which is superimposed over the area to be 
modeled. The distance between.nodes used in this study was 3/4 inch and 
the modeling was done in the two dimensional XY plane. There were.20 
columns (X) and 24 rows (Y) forming a 480-node matrix of grid points 
which were superimposed over the study area. 
STREAM, a second submode!, was used by Nelson to obtain the equa~ 
tions of the stream lines. for the initial potential conditions, and 
GENORO, a third submodel developed by Oster (19) was used by Nelson to 
fit a surface to the equations generated by the submodel STREAM. The 
flow net developed for this data was developed by a hand approximation 
method describe~ by Nelson (17). The flow nets used in this study are 
utilitarian; i.e., equal flow volume in each element is not required. 
Because STREAM was not well documented and because difficulties were 
encountered in adapting GENORO to the IBM 360-50 computer, an alternate 
method was used for obtaining input data for STEADY as it was adapted 
for the IBM 360-50 and used in this modeling effort. 
To replace STREAM, a flow net was developed manually. Ground-water 
levels in the study area were plotted for February 19, 1963 before the 
earthen dam was constructed. Hydraulic potentials were contoured for 
the$e data and a flow net was developed as discussed by DeWiest (3), 
Todd (29), and Walton (31). 
32 
A method of approximating ma.thematically and distributing saturated 
permeabilities across the region was developed to take the place of 
GENORO. The method appears in Appendix A (APERM) as written for the 
IBM 360-50 by Seely (27). The permeability at the center of each flow-
tube element, which is that area within the flow net bounded by two 
consecutive potential contours and two consecutive streamlines, (Figure 
15) is approximated. The length to width ratio of the flow-tube element 
and the resultant vector, from the intersection of the streamline and 
hydraulic potential contour line to the central point of each element, 
is used in the digital computer program (Appendix A) which distributes 
the permeabilities. APERM requires a known permeability value in one 
element of each streamtube, whereas GENORO requires only one known 
permeability value in the entire region being modeled. 
Although the manually drawn flow net and the method, APERM, used to 
distribute permeability values are considered to be more of an approxi-
mation than the submodels STREAM and GENORO used by Nelson, they were 
considered a valid approach to use for the preliminary evaluation of the 
data from Site 13. In this modeling effort, the input for STEADY came 
from the permeability distributions developed using APERM, and from 
boundary conditions and potential surfaces measured at the site. The 
version of STEADY used has been adapted for use on the IBM 360-50 com-
puter and the program is listed iri Appendix B. 
Hydraulic Potential Surface Mapping 
The mapping of the hydraulic potential surface in the study area 
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within the saturated zone.; therefore, the potential measurements serve 
a:s an upper boundary to the system (Figure 14). The second purpose was 
. . 
that the predicted potential surface resulting from the effects of a dam 
must be mapped based on the potential surface which existed before the 
dam was constructed. The measured equipotential and flow-tube net for 
the "Before" case is shown in Figure 16. The third purpose was to veri-
fy the model predictions of the potential surface by developing a 
measured potential surface map representing the water table after the 
dam was built. 
Two dates were selected for mapping the potential surface in this 
study. February 19, 1963, the "Before" case, was selected prior to any 
construction'of the dam in order to give the natural conditions of the 
flow regime before the manmade structure was imposed upon the ground-
water system. The structure of Site 13 was completed in January 1964 
and the "After" date used in this study was August 13, 1973. At this 
time, both pump test sites had been installed and pump tests were com-
pleted at the site. 
Boundary Conditions 
Two different boundary conditions were considered for ground-water 
flow in the area of Site 13. The first can be characterized by ground 
water flowing parallel to the major axis of the valley within the allu-
vium. This boundary condition is referred to as "Concept l" in Figure 
14 and results in a series of closely spaced parallel flow tubes which 
represent flow toward Sugar Creek several hundred feet downstream from 
the Site 13 location (Figure 17). 
The data from this conceptual approach (Concept 1, Figure 14) was 
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plotted, digitized and used to develop a map of mathematically approxi-
mated permeabilities which appear in Figure 18. This permeability 
distribution map was compared to a map of the distributi'.on of permeabil-
ities which was measured in the field by pump test methcis and by 
laboratory analyses of the cored materials and is shown in Figure 19. 
The mathematically approximated permeabilities are distributed along the 
flow tubes from one point of known permeability. The shape of each flow 
tube element, length to width ratio, determines the value of permeability 
necessary to cause the specified drop in hydraulic potential across the 
element. Using the parallel flow concept, permeability values as much as 
300 times greater than measured permeability values were generated down 
the center of the valley. Therefore, a second boundary concept of 
ground-water flow was considered using the model. 
The second boundary concept for ground-water flow was developed 
assuming that ground water flows from either side of the valley and con-
verges at the major axis of the alluvium in the valley. This second or 
converging flow-tube concept is also indicated in Figure 14. As with 
the first concept, a flow net assuming converging flow was developed and 
digitized. A mathematically distributed permeability map (Figure 20) 
was constructed and this mapping of permeability was again compared to 
the permeability map developed from field and laboratory data (Figure 19). 
The results of comparing these permeability data are shown in Figures 21 
and 22. 
The second or converging flow concept provided a mathematical dis-
tribution of permeability which more nearly represented field measured 
permeabilities. Therefore, the converging flow boundary concept was 
assumed to be more realistic and was subsequently used to model the 
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ground-water flow at Site 13 after the structure filled with water. 
Distribution matrices of the predicted and measured saturated permeabil-
ity values are presented in Figures 23 and 24, respectively. 
Model Sensitivity 
The accurate modeling of a ground-water flow system depends in 
large part on the correct selection of the number of .control points 
used. In order to determine the minimum number of points which would 
adequately describe the system, a series of hydraulic potential maps was 
developed which used O, 15, and 25 fixed valued points in the interior 
region of the Site 13 area. These maps are presented in Figures 25, 26, 
and 27, respectively. It does not appear that increasing numbers of 
interior fixed nodes significantly improve the output of the model. The 
model run with no fixed interior points was controlled only by those 
nodes which represented the lake surface and drain ditch bottom at the 
toe of the dam. Because no internal node points were required to im-
prove the output, it was decided to use that output to represent 
predicted ground-water conditions after the structure filled with water. 
Model Verification 
The output from the model was verified by comparing the contour map 
of hydraulic potentials for the case without additional interior fixed 
points shown in Figure 25 with the contour map of hydraulic potentials 
developed from field water-level measurements after the structure filled 
with water. The date chosen was August 13, 1973, when the lake level 
was at an elevation of 1408.39 feet above mean sea level. The measured 
hydraulic potentials for that date are shown in Figure 28. The map in 
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Figure 29 shows the difference between predicted and mea.sured hydraulic 
potential surface at each observation weli. Although predicted poten-
tials varied as much as 7 feet from measured potentials at some 
locations, the overall fit of the predicted potentials was within 2 feet 
of the observed data. 
Ground-Water Travel Time Prediction 
In addition to the prediction and verification of the hydraulic po-
tential surface after the reservoir filled, the time of travel for water 
moving along each flow tube was developed. The results were tested 
against the time of travel for corresponding flow tubes of the measured 
flow net for the "After" conditions. 
Because Darcian flow is assumed in the theoretical deveiopment of 
Nelson's model, it is valid to extend that assumption to the development 




where V = velocity of flow in each element (Darcian or discharge 
velocity), ft/day; 
Q = discharge, ft3/day; 
A= area of each element, ft 2. 
(1) 
The Darcian velocity is converted to pore velocity in order to measure 
the actual rate of chemical transport with the water in the voids them-
selves. The conversion is made by the following relation: 
V v=-p (2) 
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where v - pore velocity, ft/day; 
p = porosity (measured) 1 ; 
V = Darcian velocity, ft/day. 
52 
The method used. in this study for developing the time of travel of 
ground-water flow requires a flow net of hydraulic potential contour' 
lines and stream lines for the flow system being studied. 
The pore velocity can be computed using t_erms which are compatible 
with the flow net. The formula used to describe the pore velocity using 
the flow net is: 
(3) 
where v = pore velocity of flow in each element of the flow tube, 
ft/day; 
K = saturated permeability, ft/day; 
6.¢ = potential drop across each element, ft; 
P = porosity for each element; 
L = length across each element, ft; 
.6.t = time of travel across each element, days. 
The equation used to determine the time of travel along any flow 
tube, between any two points A and B, is developed from Equation 3 and 
is shown in Figure 30. The travel time is computed for the flow in each 
flow tube. 
To compute travel times along the individual flow tubes using 
measured and predicted hydraulic potential data, a hydraulic potential 
lsource: Leonard L. Myers, Use of Piezometers in Geologic Investi-
gation, U. S. · Soil Conservation Society, 196.3. 
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contour line was selected to be point A or the initial point from which 
travel time was computed and the drainage ditch was assumed to be point 
B for each tube. The flow nets of the measured water surface elevations 
(Figure 31) and of the predicted water surface elevations (Figure 32) 
were used for the computation of travel times. These two maps are the 
same as those in Figures 25 and 28, but are labeled in a manner which 
will facilitate the determination of travel time. The results of these 
two sets of travel time as they are related to the maps in Figures 31 
and 32 are compared in Table 4. The drainage ditch is the terminal 
point of travel and represents the pqint at which ground-water flow 
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TABLE IV 
C<IQIARISON OF TRAVEL TIME AND VELOCITY COMPUTED 
FROM FLOW NETS USING PREDICTED AND 
MEASURED HYDROGEOLOGIC DATA 
Flow-Tube No. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
Length {ft2 
Measured 663 615 810 1,415 660 312 260 592 1,185 1,575 1,195 851 760 
Flow Net 
. Predicted. 
Flow Net 690 648 sos 1,211 775 397 333 975 1,755 1,695 1,250 843 632 
Predict. 88 % 
Meas. 104 105 62 86 117 127 128 165 148 108 105 99 83 
·Total Travel Time (dals2 ~ore VelocitI2 
Measured 
Flow Net 3,852 4,133 7,118 17,081 13,897 1,230 503 1,245 26,219 18,629 11,400 3,426 3,274 
Predicted 
Flow Net 6,915 4,505 2,599 11,627 9,454 3,719 4,749 17,764 31,740 32,226 14,546 15,249 7,787 
~as% 
Meas. 180 109 36 68 68 302 944 1,426 121 173 128 445 238 
Average Pore VelocitI ,ftldal2 
Measured 
Flow Net 0.17 0~15 0.11 0.08 o.os 0.25 0.52 0.48 o.os 0.08 0.10 0.25 0.23 
Predicted 
Flow Net 0.10 0.14. 0.19 0.10 0.08 0.11 0.07 o.os 0.06 o.os 0.09 0.06 0.08 
P~as% 
Meas. 58 93 172 125 160 44 13 10 120 63 90 24 35 
Aver!le Darcian VelocitI ,ftldaI2 
Measured 
Flow Net 0.06 o.os 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.09. 0.18 0.17 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.09 0.08 
Predicted 
Flow Net 0.04 o.os 0.07 0.04 0.03 ·0.04 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.03 
P~as% 




Isochronous maps of the ground-water travel time were developed for 
the measured and predicted flow regime, using pore velocity, after the 
structure filled with water (Figures 33 and 34). The ground-water 
travel time is also presented as isochronous maps for the Darcian flow 
velocity. These maps are shown in Figures 35 and 36 and show the 
Datcian or discharge flow rates to be about one-third of the flow rate 
within the pores. The maps developed from predicted data are not ident-
ical to the map drawn from measured data. It is, however, accurate 
enough, i.e., isochrone patterns are similar, to "be used in making pre-
liminary estimates of the time required for water leaving the structure 
to return downstream as base flow. 
The ground-water discharge was computed for each flow tube in the 
predicted and measured flow nets used in the time of travel study. The 
amount of flow from each tube was computed using both the pore velocity 
and Darcian velocity. A summary of these data as well as the total 
ground-water discharge from the modeled area is presented in Table 5. 
The ratio of predicted to measured flow, expressed as a percent, is also 
given in Table 5. 
This study has shown that a simplified version of a more sophisti-
cated mathematical model may be used to predict the area of hydrologic 
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GIIOUND-WATBI. DISCIIAllGE BELOW .SI'rE 13 
Plow Tube No./now-Tube Element No. Total 
I 1/11 · 2/11 3/11 4/10 5/9 6/7 7/7 8/7 9/9 10/10 11/11 12/11 13/11 n-
S>ar. 0.064 0.02s 0.016 0.022 0.194 0.077 3.360 0.430 0.135 .0.033 0.018 0.031 0.050 
0.181 0.011 0.045 0.064 0,555 0.220 9,600 1,230 0.384 0,095 0,052 0.088 0,142 
ft. 260 185 180 385 140 200 so 215 140 385 180 185 260 
ft. so 50 so so so so so 50 so 50 so so so 
Qv ft3/day 832 231 144 423 1,358 770 8,400 4,623 945 635 162 287 650 19,460 
Plow-Tube No./now-Tube Element No. Total 
I 1/11 2/11 3/10 4/10 S/10 6/8 7/6 8/8 9/10 10/10 11/11 12/11 13/11 :r1-
vDar. 0.135 0.080 0.119 0.106 0.100 0.262 0.014 0.114 0.133 o.oso 0.086 0.263 0.091 
VPore 0.384 0.229 0.342 0.302 0.286 0.7S0 0.041 0,327 0.380 0.228 0.245 0.7S0 0.258 
w ft. 200 200 20 130 440 230 140 230 440 130 25 200 200 
H ft. 50 50 50 50 so 50 50 50 so 50 so 50 so 
'Iv ftl/day 1,350 800 119 689 2,200 3,013 98 1,311 2,926 520 108 2,630 910 16,674 




shown to be limited in both the lateral and downstream directions from 
the dam. The hydrologic impact at Site 13 will vary in response to lake 
level conditions. However, the hydraulic potentials predicted in this 
study show that the im~act area will be limited to less than 1,000 feet 
downstream from the dam at lake surface elevations near the permanent 
pool elevat.ion for the lake, which is 1,410 feet above mean sea level. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMA.RY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The objective of this study was to make an evaluation of the impact 
I 
of an earthen-fill dam using a mathematical model as the principal in-
vestigatory tool. The. sensitivity of the model, using varying boundary 
conditions, was determined and presented as a series of contour maps 
developed .from predicted hydraulic potential data. Additional fixed 
nodes of hydraulic potential head were shown to be insignificant in 
evaluating the impact of the structure on the ground-water flow regime. 
The modeling of the impact of an earthen-fill structure on the 
ground-water flow regime should be done with a method which maintains 
the integrity of the hydrologic and geohydrologic characteristics of the 
flow system being modeled. Two concepts of flow were ccnsidered in this 
study. The first concept, one of parallel flow tubes down the valley, 
was rejected after comparing the permeability distribution derived from 
that flow pattern to the distribution of permeabilities developed from 
field and laboratory data. The second flow concept, that of flow con-
verging toward the center of the valley, was tested by the comparison 
of permeability distributions as in the first case. Based upon a better 
correlation of the second concept with the field data, the latter was 
selected for use in modeling the system. 
Additional testing of the model was done by predicting the hydrau-
lie potentials after a flood-water retarding structure had filled with 
65 
66 
water. These were compared to. measured values for the same lake level 
conditions. The hydraulic potential surfaces in both the predic.ted and 
measured cases were sitnilllr over the study area. 
A third test of the model was.made by comparing the titne of travel 
of ground-water flow from the predicted flow net to that derived. from 
· the measured potential data. As a result of this study, it was shown 
that the area impacted by water seeping from the structure extends only 
a few hundred feet downstream from the structure. It waf.i also shown 
that as many as 88 years are required for water to travel in the sub-
surface from the structure to a point in the alluvium,a few hundred feet 
downstream from the structure. 
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COMl?UTER PROGRAM LISTING FOR APERM 






























































***THIS IS THE PROGRAM ,APERM, WHICH DISTRIBUTES THE MATHEMATICALLY*** 
***APPROXIMATED SATURATED PERMEABILITY ALONG EACH FLOW TUBE F~OM ONE POINT*** 
***Of KNOWN PERMEABILITY VALUE, AFTER SEELY,E.H., 1973*** 
REAL L . 
INTEGER ERCOO 





FILE 1 STORES STREAMLINES, FILE 2 STORES STREAMTUBES 
INITIALIZE FILE l CN DISK, EACH LOCATION IS SET TO -1000., EACH 
LOCATION IS THEN CHECKED IN PROCESSING ANO IF EQUAL TO -1000. IS 
ASSUMED NOT READ IN • 
DO 10 I=l,50 




20 FORMAT( 21 41 
kEAD(KRD, 30 I TITLE, RFPHI ,DPHI 
30 FORMAT(20A4/Fl0.3,F5.21 
WRITEC3,311 TITLE 
31 FORMAT('l*** COMPUTER-AIDED APPROXIMATE METHO) TO OBTAIN PERMEABI 
lLITV DISTRIBUTIONS ***'II' 1 ,20A4//I 
WRITE( 3,321 M,N,RFPHI ,DPHI 
32 FORMAT(' .NO OF STREAMLINES = 1 ,13,• NO OF EQUIPOTENTIAL LINES=•, 
113/I' POTENTIAL INDEX LINE =1 ,F8.2,' DELTA POTENTIAL =1 ,F5ell 
SEGMENT INPUT 




POINT READ IN IS NOT A REFERENCE POINT. CHECK INPJT. 
























































DLX P3=X PC 3 l -XP Cl l 
DLYP3=YPC3l-YPl11 
XR= DLXP 2/ DI.. XP 3 . 
SY=SQRT CC DI (2 l**2-D 113 )**2 *XR**2 l/C DLYP 2**2-DL YP 3**2*XR**21 I. 
IF CABSCDLXP31-ABSCDLXP211 890,891,891 
890 SX=SQRTCCD1(21**2-CSY*DLYP21**21/DLXP2**21 
GO TO B93 . 
891 SX=SQRTC I DI I 31**2-(SY*DLYP31**21/0LXP3**21 
893 CONT I NU E 
WRITEC3,9911 SX,SY 
991 FORMATC 1 0SCALE CONVERSIONS IN INCHES/USERS UNIT FOR PLOTTED OUTPUT 
1 1 / • X =1 ,El2.4, 1 , Y = 1 ,El2.4//I 
BEGIN INPUT FOR REST OF SEGMENT 
48 READ CKRD,501 1,J,XT,YT 
50 FORMATC2I4,2F6.31 
THE FIRST INDEX IS uSED AS AN INDICATOR. 
55 IFIil 100,40,60 
60 READ 11 1 11 XBUFR,Y8UFR 
70 XBUFRCJI= A*XT + C*YT + XPO 
YBUFRCJ l= B*XT + D*YT + YPO 
I SAVE=I 
80 READIKRD,501 1,J,XT,YT 
IF 11-ISAVEI 90,70,90 
90 WRITE Cl 1 ISAVEI XBUFR,YBUFR 
GO TO 55 
100 Ml=M-1 
Nl=N-1 
READ IKRD,1101 ~ERMU 
110 FORMATCSA41 
WRITE C KP T, 1241 PER MU 
POSITIVE=NORMAL CONTINUATION 
ZERO =END OF SE~MENT 
NEGATIVE=END OF ALL INPUT 
124 FORMAT C. 1 J KNOWN PERMEABILITIES IN U',I ITS DF 1 , SA4/ 1 STREAMTU8E ELEM 
lENT PERMEABILITY•/) 
DO 150 I= 1,141 
READIKRD,120 I J,IPERMIJ 1,PERMIJI 
l~O FORMATl214,Fl2.SI 
WRITEIKPT,1251 J,IPERMIJl,PERM(JI 
125 FORMAT C • 1 ,6X, 13,',', 12 ,16X,F8.21 














CALL EX IT 
140 IFIIPERMIJII 145,145,150 













MAIN PROCESSING LCOP 
DO 900 I=l,Ml 
NDX=IPERMII l 
READll'Il XSl,YSl 
IP= I +l 
READ(l'IPI XS2,YS2 
CALL WLCALIXSl,YS1,XS2,YS2,NDX,W,L,XC,YCl 
C=PERMCI l *WI L 
DO 800 J=l,Nl 
NCIJl=O 
CHECK TO SEE IF LOCATION HAD A POINT READ IN 
IFCXSlCJl+lOOO.I 401,.800,401 
401 IFCXS2CJl+lOOO.) 402,800,402 
402 IFIXSllJ+ll+lOOOel 403,800,403 
403 IFCXS21J+l)+l0CO.I 404,800,404 
404 CALL WLCALCXS1,YS1,XS2,YS2,j,w,L,XC,YCI 
PRMS Tl JI =C* L/W 






WRITEl2'NF1 I XEP,YEP 
WRITE 12 1 NF2 l PRMST, NC 
900 CONTINUE . 
CALL PRINTIM,N I 


























































C ***PL TIO*** 






SX ANO SY A~ E IN INCHES PER USERS UNIT 
REA0(3 1 ll M,N,SX,SY,TITLE,PERMU 
Ml=M-1 





DO 100 1=1,M 
READ Cl~ll X,Y 
DO 90 J=l ,N 
74 
80/80 LIST 

























































IF cxiJl+lOOO.I 30,90,30 
30 IF (XIJl*SX-XMAXI 40,40,35 
35 XMAX=X(Jl*SX . 
GD TO 60 
40 IF (X(Jl*SX-XMINI 45,60,60 
4-5 XM!N•X(Jl*SX 
60 IFIY(Jl*SY-YMAXI 80,90,65 
65 YMAX=Y(Jl*SY 
GD TO 90 





If (YMAX-YMIN-28.I 200,200,110 
110 If (XMAX-XMIN-.28.t 120,120,130 
120 NSW=l 
WRITE 13,1251 
125 FORMAT(' X-Y SWITCH BECAUSE OF Y RANGE• t 
GO TO 200 
130 111RI TE (3,140) 
140 FORMAT( 1 TRUE SCALE PLOT NOT POSSidLE'I 





























244 FORMAT(•PERMEASILITY UNITS OF ',5A41 
75 
80/80 LI ST 
0000000001111 ll lU 12222222222333333333344444444445555 5555S56666666666 77777777778 

























































GO TO 1500,2451,JTST 
245 00 400 I=l,M 
READ ll'II X,Y 
DO 350 J= 1,N . 
IF IXIJl+lOOO.I 250,350,250 
250 CALL fPLOTll,X(Jl,Y(JII 
CALL fPLOTl2,X(Jl,Y(JII 
CALL POINTIOI 
CALL POI NTI 11 
350 CONTINUE 











WRITE I 3,201 
20 FORMATl'OESTIMATED PERMEABILITIES A"IO APPRJXIM~TE CENTER FOR EACH 
lSTREAM TUBE ELEMENT' II 
WRITE I 3,211 
:t1 FORMAT( 'OSTREAM TUBE CENTER COORDINATES ESTIMATED'/ 
l' INDICES . X Y PERMEA81LITY 1 / I 
CALL DATSW( 11,JTSTI 
GO TO 1400,251,JTST 
25 DO 100 1=1,Ml 
NFl=I I-11*2+1 
NF2=NFl+l 
READl2 1 NFll XEP,YEP 
READl2 1 NF21 EPERM,NC 
DO 90 J=l,Nl 
IF INC(Jl-1) 90,30,90 
30 WRITE 13,4J) I,J,XEPIJl,YEPCJl,EPERM(JI 
40 FORMAT(' 1 2I4,3Fl2.41 





•••w~PMR IS AN ARRAY OF. ROUTINES TO PLOT THE CENTER OF EACH fLOwTUBE*** 
***ELEMENT,SET SIZE OF LETTERING, WRITE PLOT TITLE ,MARK FLOWNET*** 
*·**INTERSECTIONS, WRITE DISTRISUTED SATURATED PERM AT ELEMENT CENTER*** 
SUBROUTINE WRPMRCXS1,YS1,XS2,YS2,XEP,YEP,PRMST,NC,XORG,YORGI 
DIMENSION XS11801,YS1C801,XS2(&01,YS21801,XEP(791,YEP(791,PRMSTl79 
11 ,NC I 791 




























C XS AND YS ARE THE CHARACTER Silt ,01 'fMi PEINEIIILIYY VALUle 






A SET OF VALUES TIUCE THE IIOll91AL CHARACTER SUE ME USED. 







IK\ITE TITLE,;RID, A•D PERNEAIILITY UNITS 
•••• •••• 
DO 800. I• 1,Nl 
READ 11'11 XSl,YSl 





DO 700 J•ltNl 
IF CNCCJl•ll 70G,5,700 
C FIND MAXIMUM X DISTANCE IN STREAIITUIE ELEMENT 







































1 100,200,100 . 




UO IF( INTSTIXS lCJHl,YSUJ•U,XSlCJt. YS1CJ hXS, YS.CN,YDFC,XC,YC.11 
l 115,200,US 




















230 IF I INTSTI XS UJ +11, YSl(J+ll, XS1( JI, YSHJ I ,XSA, YSA,CN,YDFC,XC,YCI I 




WRITE 17,3651 I,J 
365 FORMATCI2,',',I21 

























































400 CALL FPLOTCl,XEPCJl,YEP(JII 
CALL FPLOTl-2,XEPiJ 1, YEP CJ 11 
CALL POINT! 0 I 
700 CONTINUE 






***WLCAL CALCULATES VECTORS OF WIDTH AND LENGTH TO THE CENTER OF EACH *** 
***FLOWTUBE ELEMENT A~D THE SATURATED PERMEABILITY IS ADJUSTED FROM THIS*** 
SUBROUTINE WLCALCXS1,YS1,XS2,YS2,NDX,W,L,XC,YC) 
REAL L . 
DI MENS ION X Sl C 80 I, XS2180 I, VS 11801, YS21 801 




DLV l=YS11 NDX+ll-YSHNDXI 
DLY2=YS2(NDX+ll-YS2CNDX1 









***DGTM2 CALLS SUBROUTINES WRMPR, PLTIO,AND DATSW*** 
DEFINE FILE 1150,320,U,IAV11,2(98,316,U,IAV21,311,3ZO,U,IAV31 
DIMENSION XS11801,YS11801,XSZC80l,YS2(801,XEPC791,YEP(791,PRMSTl79 
11,NCI 791 































































GO TO 1100,101 ,JTST 
CALL EX IT 
ENO 
PRMST,NC,XORG,YORG) 
C ***INT ST*** 
C ***INTST DETERMINES IF AN INTERSECTION OF THE DIAGONALS OF A FLOWTUBE*** 






THIS SUBROUTINE TAKES THE SPACE DEFI'.IED BY A CHAR,CTER STRING OF CN 
CHAP.A: TERS CSX WI DE AN.D CSY HIGH, CENTERED WITH RESPECT TO THE ELEMENT 
CENTER IXC,YCI AND TESTS IF THE LINE DEFINED BY THE TWO POINTS Xl,Yl 
ANO X2,Y2 INTERSECTS THE SPACE. IF THE LINE DOES INTERSECT THE SPACE 
IT IS ASSUMED THAT THE SPACE CAN NOT BE WRITTEN IN. A VALUE OF INTST 
EQUAL TO 1 IS RETURNED IN NO INTERSECTION IS FOUNO,ZERO OTHERWISE. 
CSX AND CSY ARE CHARACTER SIZE IN INCHES IN THE X AND Y DIRECT IONS. 
CN IS THE N..iM8ER OF CHARACTERS. 
YDFC JS Y DISTANCE FROM CENTER AS A MULTIPLE Of CSY• 
XC AND YC ARE X AND Y COORDINATES OF THE CENTER OF THE ELEMENT. 




POINTS SHOULD BE ORDERED FROM LOW TO HIGH ON Y. 










25 IFIYDFCI 40,40,30 
30 TOP=YDFC*CSY+CSY+YC 
bOTTM=YC 
GO TO 45 
40 TOP=YC 
BOTTM=YC+YDFC*CSY 
45 IFI TOP-YI 200,200,50 
50 lflBOTTM-YAI 60~200,20~ 
TEST FOR BOTH Y ANC YA BETWEEN TOP AND BOTTOM. 
60 IF I Y-TOP I 62,70,70 
79 
80/80 LIST 
. 00000000011111111112 222222222333333333344444444445555 55555j6666666bbb 77777777778 
123456789012345b789012345678~0l2345b789012345678901234567890i2345678901234567890 
62 If (YA-BOTTMI 210,70,70 
C 



























































70 IF CXA-XI 75,71,75 
71 IF (XA-(XC"'.ICN+1.112.•csx11 
72 IF IXA-(XC+CCN+l.J/2•*CSXJI 
75 B=IYA-Y II CXA-X I 
IF CBI 80,210,80 
80 A=YA-B*XA 
TEST ~OTTOM LINE 
VT= BOTTM 
XT=C YT-Al /B 
.20:>,72,72 
210,210,200 
!F CXT-CXC-(CNH.)12.•CSXII 100,90,90 
INTERSECTION IS POSSIBLE 
90 IF CXT-(XC+(CN+l.J/2.•csx11 210,210,100 
INTERSECTION OCCURS IF PREVIOUS TEST IS NEGATIVE. 
TEST TOP LINE 
100 'IT=TOP 
XT=CYT-AI/B 
IF C XT-1 XC-CCN+ 1.112 .•CSXI I 







C ***STU PT*** 
C •••ST.UPT THI s SUBROUTINE rs A TRANSFORMATION WHICH RET.URNS THE*** 
C ***COEFFICIENTS OF THE LINEAR FUNCTIOIIS OF THE UNIT VECTOFI.S FROM DIGITIZED.,.., 
C ***COORDINATES TO TO A SET OF COORDINATES IN THE ACT.UAL SYSTEM MAPPED*** 
SUBROUTINE STUPTIX,Y,XP,YP,A,8,C,O,XPO,YPOl . 
DI t'IENS I ON X (31, Y 131, XP( 31, 'IP I 31 
DLX2=X( 21-XI 11 
DLX3=Xl31-X 11 l 
DLY2=Y12l-Ylll 
DLY3=YI 31-Y( 11 





C= ( DLX2P-DL X3P *XR l IC DL Y 2-DL Y3•XR l 
A=IDLX2P-C*DLY21iDLX2 
D=( DLY2P-DL Y3P*XRl/CDLY2-DLY3*XRl 
B=(DL'l2P-D*DLY21/DLX2 
XPO=XPCll-A*Xlll-C*Y(ll 
YPO=YPC ll-B*X( ll-D•YC ll 
























































80/80 LI ST 
OOOOOOJOOllllllllll2222222222333333333344444444445555555555666666666677777777778 
12345678901234567890123456 78.90123456 7 89012345 6 7 89 012345678901234567890123456 7890 
C 
C XP =A * X + C * Y + X PO 





C ***ERROR lS A SUBROUTINE TO CHECK FOR ERRORS IN THE DIGITIZED COORDINATES*** 






IF (ERCOD-11 30,20,10 
10 WRITE 13,151 
15 FORMAT( 1 EFROR IN ERROR CODE' I 
F.ETURN 
20 WRITE 13,251 
25 FORMAT(' POINT READ IN IS NOT A REFERENCE POINT. CHECK INPUT. **'I 
RETURN 
30 IF CERC00-21 50,40,40 
40 WRITE C 3,451 
45 FORMAT(' KNOWN PERMEABILITY IS ZERO. **'I 
RETURN 
50 IF (ERC00-31 7C,60,60 
60 WRITEC3,651 
65 FORMAT(' STREAMTUBE INDEX FOR ELEMENT OF KNOWN PERMEABILITY IS ZER 
10 UR NEGATIVE. **'l 
70 RETURN 
END 






C ***THE FOLLJWING IS A SAMPLE OF THE INPUT DATA USED TO CONVERT DIGITIZED*** 
C ***DATA TO ACTUAL SYSTEM DATA ANO PLOT IT IN MAPPED FORM*** 
C 
C ***ALL CARDS BRACKETED WITH *** ARE COMMENTS AND MUST SE REMOVED FROM*** 
C ***THE DATA SET BEFORE THE PROGRA~ WILL EXECUTE P~OPERLY*** 
C 
C ***THE FOLLOWING CARO READS IN THE NUMBER OF STREAMLINES (FLOwTUBES+ll AND*** 
C ***THE NUMBER OF EQUIPOTENTIAL DROPS I~ THE DIGITIZED FLOWNET BEING PLOTTED*** 
20 18 
C 
C ***TITLE CARO FOLLOWS*** 
SGS SIT~ 13 SUGAR CREEK WATERSHED --A BEFORE MAP USING CONVERGING FLOW--CPT2 
C 
C *** HIGHEST EQUIPOTENTIAL LINE ANO THE DROP BETWEEN EQUIPOTENTIALS FOLLOW*** 
81 




541 142(). 2. 
542 C ***THE NEXT 3 DATA CARDS ARE THE REFERENCE POINTS USED TO RELATE DIGITIZED*** 
543 C ***POINTS TO MAP DISTANCES IN A FLOWNET*** 
544 C 
545 C ***REFERENCE POINT NUMBERS ARE IN COLUMNS 7&8, COLUMNS llTHRU 14 ANO 17*** 
546 C ***THRU 2J CONTAIN THE DIGITIZED X&Y COORDINATES, COLUMNS 22THRU 25 ,32••• 
5't7 C ***THRU 35 AND 42 THRU45 CONTAIN THE DISTANCE IN INCHES FROM THE ORIGIN*** 
548 C ***TD THE REFERENCE ~OINT IN THE X,Y, &Z DIRECTIONS RESPECTIVELY*** 
54.9 C ***COLUMNS 61 THRU 76 ARE FOR THE MAP TITLE ANO CilLUMNS 79 &80 THE SEGMENT*** 
550 C ***Of THE MAP BEING PLOTTED*** 
551 C 
552 00 01 0865 .969 10.0 9.0 .o SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
553 00 02 .861 • 699 12.0 9.0 .o SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
554 00 03 • 767 .555 13.0 8.o .o SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
555 C 
556 C ***MAP SEGMENT 1**111 
557 C 
558 C ***EACH CARD WHICH FOLLOWS REPRESENTS ONE INTERSECTION POINT ON THE FLOWNET** 
559 C ***COLUMNS l THRU 4 IS THE FLOWTUBE NO., COLUMNS 5 THRU 8 IS THE FLOWTUBE*** 
560 C ***ELEMENT NO., COLUMNS llTHRU 14 AND COLUMNS 17 THRU 20 ARE TH.E DIGITIZED*** 
561 C ***X ANDY COORDINATES RESPECTIVELY, ANO COLUMNS 61 THRU 76 AND 79 THRU 80*** 
562 C ***ARE THE TITLE AND !>EGMENT NUMBERS ,R.ESPECTIVELY*** 
563 
564 C ***A BLANK CARO FCLLOWS EACH MAP SEGMENT*** 
565 01 13 .023 • 266 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
j66 01 14 .100 .187 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
567 01 15 .128 .147 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
568 01 16 .147 .124 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
569 01 17 .196 .059 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
570 01 18 .225 • 012 SITE 13 BEFOl<I: V 01 
571 02 10 .001 .591 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
572 02 11 .027 .545 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
573 02 12 • 04 7 .495 SITE 13 BEFORE V :a 
574 02 13 .099 .369 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
575 02 14 .139 .301 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
576 02 15 .174 .258 S iTE 13 BEFORE V 01 
577 02 16 ol\19 .204 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
578 02 17 .233 .111 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
579 03 10 .066 .666 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
580 03 11 .088 .617 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
581 03 12 .101 • 583 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
582 03 13 .157 .496 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
583 03 14 .ia1 .4.55 SITE 13 BEFOR.E V 01 
584 03 15 .237 • 313 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
585 03 16 .24 7 .259 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
586 03 17 .249 .235 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
587 04 10 .111 .725 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
588 04 11 ~139 .6112 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
589 04 12 .158 .o43 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
590 O't 13 .200 • 5b7 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
591 04 14 .219 .527 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
j92 04 15 .269 .407 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
.593 05 07 .os1 .972 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
594 05 08 .113 .911 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
82 




595 OS 09 .134 .857 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
596 OS 10 .166 • 795 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
597 OS 11 .203 .734 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
5911 05 12 .221 • 707 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
599 OS 13 .265 .619 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
600 05 14 .276 .sao SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
601 05 15 .289 • 537 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
602 06 10 .257 .961 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01.·· 
603 06 11 .290 .879 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
.604 06 12. .329 • 773 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
605 06 13 .337 • 741 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
606 07 11 .361 .935 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
607 14 10 .403 .962 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
608 14 11 .359 .926 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
609 15 06 .688 .991 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
610 ·15 07 .636 • 955 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 . 
611 15 08 .590 • 917 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
bl2 15 09 • 535 • 875 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
613 15 10 .459 .829 SITE 13 8EFORE V 01 
.614 15 11 • 391 • 784 . SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
615 15 12 .353 • 755 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
616 15 13 .337 .739 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
617 16 03 • 869 .996 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
618 16 04 .846 .949 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
619 16 OS .8.23 .913 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
620 16 06 • 764 .648 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
6.21 16 07 .737 • 799 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
622 16 08 .646 .733 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
b23 16 09 .603 • 721 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
624 16 10 .524 .100 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
625 16 11 .457 .657 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
626 16 12 .419 · • 635 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
627 16 13 .31t7 .601 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
628 16 14 •. n1 .575 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
629 16 15 .291 .544 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
630 17 03 .961 .484 Si TE 13 BEFOP.E V 01 
631 17 04 · .927 .503 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
632 17 OS .889 • 517 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
633 17 06 .952 .536 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
634 17 07 • 817 .547 SITE 13 BEFORE .V 01 
635 17 08 .111 .555 SITE U BEFORE V 01 
636 17 09 .682 .549 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
637 17 10 • 583 • 531 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
036 17 11 .551 .521 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
639 17 12 .488 .499 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
040 17 13 .383 .457 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
61tl 17 14 .323 .437 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
642 17 15 .211 .407 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
643 18 08 .665 • 297 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
644 18 09 0647 .317 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
645 18 10 • 623 • .:132 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
046 18 11 o5'J5 • 341 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
647 18 12 .537 .346 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 






649 18 14 o 351 o 301 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
650 18 15 o 318 0286 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
651 18 16 0273 0249 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
652 18 17 0250 02.35 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
053 19 11 0596 ol99 SI TE 13 BEFORE V 01 
654 19 12 0539 0203 SITE 13 BEFORE V 0.1 
655 19 13 0445 o 199 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
656 19 14 0383 ol91 SI TE 13 BEFORE V 01 
657 19 15 0355 o 185 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
658 19 16 0296 o 171 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
c,59 19 17 02.33 oll4 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
660 20 13 0449 o 057 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
661 20 14 0407 005·5 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
662 20 1.5 0373 0055 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
663 20 16 0325 o C45 SITE 13 BEFORE V 01 
664 20 17 0251 0025 SI TE 13 BEFORE V 01 
605 20 18 0225 .011 S ItE 13 BEFORE V 01 
666 
· 667 C ***MAP SE:.MENT 2*** 
668 00 01 0275 0845 4o0 3 oO OoO SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
669 00 02 0474 .. 695 5o0 5o0 3o ll SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
670 00 03 0077 0558 6.0 1.0 3o 89 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
671 05 06 0057 o 013 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
672 06 06 .164 .111 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
073 06 07 ol87 .134 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
674 06 08 0217 • 065 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
675 06 09 •-'36 .021 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
676 07 01 ol87 0655 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
677 07 02 .205 o 590 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
b18 07 03 0218 0525 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
679 07 04 0243 0447 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
680 07 05 0269 o 356 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
681 07 06 02e1 0313 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
6112 07 07 0300 0227 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
b83 07 08 o.317 o 169 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
684 07 09 .0327 o 103 . SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
685 07 10 0345 o 019 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
b86 08 01 0309 o 739 SITE 13 BEFOPE V 02 
61H OB 02 0327 0681 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
088 08 03 0345 o 611 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
6iH 08 04 0367 0549 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
b90 08 05 0385 0467 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
691 08 06 0407 o 391 . SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
092 08 07 0426 0303 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
093 08 08 0443 o 213 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
694 08 09 0453 o 159 SITE 13 BEFOl<.E V 02 
695 09 01 0435 0817 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
696 09 02 0451 o 753 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
697 09 03 o4o3 0075 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
698 09 04 0467 0605 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
699 09 05 0464 ~ 501 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
700 09 06 0455 0405 SITE 13 BEFOIIE V 02 
701 09 07 0451 0387 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 






703 10 02 .543 • 799 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
704 10 03 .525 .699 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
705 11 01 0688 .787 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
706 11 02 .619· .763 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
707 11 03 .527 • 702 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
708 12 01 .693 .614 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
709 12 02 .645 .589 SITE 13 BEFORE V oz 
110 12 03 .591 .543 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
711 12 04 .553 .505 SITE 13 BEFORE v· oz 
712 12 05. .507 .452 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
713 12 06 .465 0404 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
714 12 07 .451 0385 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
715 13 01 .738 .463 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
716 13 02 0694 .429 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
717 13 03 .659 .394 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
718 13 04 .613 .349 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
719 13 05 .575 • 313 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
720 13 06 .543 .211 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
721 13 07 .507 .231 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
722 13 08 0467 .182 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
723 13 09 .453 .159 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
724 14 02 • 740 0251 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
725 14 03 .698 • 215 SITE 13 BEFO!i.E V oz 
726 14 04 .657 .183 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
727 14 05 .• 614 ol44 SITE 13 BEFORE V oz 
728 14 06 .567 .103 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
729 14 07 ·.517 .063 SITE 13 BEFORE V oz 
730 14 08 .473 .027 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
731 15 02 .793 .095 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02. 
732 15 03 .763 .065· SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
7~3 15 04 .731 • 035 SITE 13 BEFORE V 02 
734 C ***fHE -1 ON THE NEXT CARO INDICATES THE ENO .OF ALL DI GI Tl ZED HAP SEGMENTS*** 
735 -1 
736 C ***THE FOLLOWING C4RD IS THE SA TURATEO PERHEABI L ITV UNITS*** 
737 FT/CAV 
738 C ***THE .CARDS WHIC~ FOLLOW ARE THE KNOWN PERMEABILITY VALUES USED IN THE *** 
739 C ***PROGRA'4 APERH , COLUMNS 1 THRU 4 ARE THE FLOWTUSE NO., COLUMNS 5 THRU*** 
740 C ***8 ARE THE FLOWTUBE ELEMENT NO., AND COLUMNS 10 THRU 16 ARE THE*** 
741 C ***SATURATED PERMEABILITY VALUES KNOWN AT THE CENTER OF THAT ELEMENT*** 
742 l 13 4.02 
743 2. 13 4.02 
144 3 13 4.02 
745 4 10 4.02 · 
746 5 7 4.02 
747 6 6 2.14 
748 7 3 2.14 
749 B 4 .402 
7SO 9 3 • 938 
751 10 1 2.14 
752 11 1 ft.OZ 
753 12 1 4.02 
754 13 6 2.za 
755 14 9 4.02 
























***APPENDIX A IS COMPLETE*** 
APPENDIX B 
COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING FOR STEADY 
ADAPTED TO IBM 360~50 
WITH CONTROL CARDS 
86 
87 



























































***STEADY STATE FLOW ANALYSIS PROGRAM*** 
***THIS PROGRAM LISTING IS AN ADAPTATION OF THE PROGRAM I STEADY DARCIAN *** 
***TRANSPORT OF FLUIDS IN HETEROGENEOUS PARTIALLY SATURATED POROUS MEDIA•*** 
***FOR USE ON THE IBM .360-50 COMPUTER IN FORTRAN JV LANGUAGE***. 
***COMMENTS USED IN THESE PROGRAMS ARE TA<EN I IN PART, FROM* .. 
***STEADY DARCJAN TRANSPORT OF FLUIDS IN HETEROGENEOUS PARTIALLY*** 
***SATURATED POROUS MEDIA, PT2, THE COMPUTER PROGRAM, REJSENAUER,A.E.,••• 
•••R.W.NELSON,AND £.N. KNUDSEN,1963*** 
***STEADY*** 
***STEADY CALLS SUBROUTINE CHLKl AND CHLK2 IN PROPER SEQUENCE*** 





DI MENSI ON CKl 1151,CKZ 115,21, CK3 C 15, 'tl 1, CK4t 15, 21 
DIMENSION PLOPC5011,KEYC5021,DUMC5011,MUMC5021,CODEC151 
COMMON PHI, EK,NO . 
COMMON UK1,UK2,UK3,STEK3,CK1,CK2,CK3,CK4 
COMMON KK,II,JJ,MAXI,MAXK,MAXJ,IKTOT,KIJTOT,NBUG,NPUN,NCASE,NSAT, 
l 0Nl, N2, N3, N4,N5 ,NAVG ,NSIZE, NAXI, LSW, NGRAP,L, HI ,JHI, IHI ,KHI ,NDUMl, 




COMMON BEE, CANGLE, OELZ, SANGL E,OEE,A YE,H ,ELENG ,Pl ,CORl ,COR2 ,.COR3, 
1COR4,COR5 1 CODE,PHIMAX,OUM1,DUM2,DUM3,0UM4,0DUM1,0DUM2,0DUM3, 
200UM4,DOUH5,ANGLE,PLOP 









































































DI MENS.ION PHI (20001, EKC200D 1,N0(20001,MATC2000; · 
DUENSION UKlC 15),UK2(15) ,UK3Cl51,STEK31151 
DIM ENS ION CKlC 15.1,CK2( 15, 21,CK3( 15., 411 ,CK4( 15,21 
DI MENSI ON PLOP 1501) , KEY(502I,DUM(5011,MUMC502 It CODE U5 I 
COMMON PHI,EK,NO . . . 
COMMON UK1,UK2 tUK3,ST EK3,CK 1,CK 2, CK 3, CK4 
COMMON KK, II, JJ,MAXI ,MAXK,MAXJ, IKTOT, KIJTOT, NBUG, NPUN, NCASE,NSAT, 
lNl, N2,N3,N4,N5 ,NA VG ,NSI ZE ,NAXI, Lsw·, NG RAP, L,HI ,JHI, .I HI ,KHI, NDUMl, 
2NDUM2,NDUM3, NDUM4, MDUM1,MDUM2, ,ouM3, MDUM4,KEY 
COMMON IDUMP,I CUT, NCUT ,ICMAXJ, ICMAX I, ICMAXK,MAN, INIT, NTYPE, ICOUNT, 
lJAM, MHl ,M'H2, MV 1, MV2, M01,M02 ,NS~IP ,J ,K, I ,NINEK,NI NPHI ,NCMAXJ, 
2NCMAXI,NCMAXK,NUM . . 
. CO/II MON BEE ,CANGLE ,DELZ, SANG LE ,DEE ,AYE ,H ,ELENG, Pl, CORl, COR2, COR3, 
· 1COR4, COR5, CODE, PHIMAX,DUMl, DUM2, DU'13, DUM4,l>DUM1 ,D0UM2,00UM3, 
2DDUM4,DDUN5 ,ANGLE, Pl.OP . 
CO'IMON FRACT,FK,X,DENOM1,DENOM2,DENOM3,DENCON,AVTERM,HTERM,VTERM1 
lAXTERM,OfERM,CUNIT ' 
COMMON NOY, DI FE, SDI FE ,P.SDIFE ,CORR 




READC81 KK,II ,JJ,MAXI 1MAXK1MAXJ1IKTOT1KIJTOT,NBUG,NPUN,NCASE, 
. 1NSAT,1111,N2,N3,.N4.,N5,NAVG,NSIZE,NAXI ,LSW,NGRAP,L,HI ,JHI ,IHI ,KHI, 
2NDUM1 ,NDUH2 ,NDUM3, NDUM4,MOUM1, NOUM2 ,MOUM3,MDUM4tKeY 
READ( 81 I DUMP, ICUT, NCUT, I CMAXJ, IC MAXI, ICMAXK,MAN, I NIT ,.NTYPE, 
l I COUNT, JAM, MHl ,MHZ, MVl,·MVZ, MOl,MOZ, NSKI P, J, K, I , NI NEK, NI NPHI 1NCMAXJ 
2,NCMAXI,NCMAXK,hUM . . 
~EAD 181 BEE,CANGLE,DELZ,SANGLE,DEE,AYE,H,ELENG,Pl,CORl,COR2,COR3 
1, COR4, COR5, CODE, PHI MAX, DUH 1, DUMZ, DU'13, DUM4,DDUM1,DDUM2 ,DDUM3, 
2DDUM4,DDUM5,ANGLE,PLOP . 
READ I 81 FR ACT ,F.K,X ,DENOMl, DENOMZ,DENOM3 ,DENCON,AVTERM,HTERM, 
lVTERM,AXTERM,OTERM, CUNil ' 
READ 181 UK1,UK2,UK3,STEK3,CK1,CKZ,CK3,CM 
NDXSML= 1 
NDX LGE=lOOO 
10 IF CKIJTJT-CNDXLGEt-1011 50,50,20 
20 READ (81 CPHICNDXVl,NDXV .. NDXSHL,NDXLGEI 
READ (81 C EK(NDXVI ,NDXV=NDXSHL,NDXLGE) 
READ 181 C NOINDXVl,NOXV=NDXSML,NDXLGEI 
NDXSML=NDXSML+lOOO 
NDXLGE=NDXLGE+lOOO 
_GD TO 10 . . . 
50 READ (81 IPHICNDXVl,NDXVsNDXSML,KIJTOTI 
READ 181 I EK(NDXVl,NOXV•NDXSML,KIJTOTt 
READ 181 C NOCNDXVI ,NDXV=NDXSML,KIJTOTI 
READ (81 NDY,DIFE,SDIFE,PSDIFE,CORR 




80/80 LI ST 
00000000011111111112222222222333333333344444444445555555555666666666677777777778 
.12345678901234567890123.45678901234567890123~56789012345678901Z345678901234567890 





C •••:HLKl READS INPUT DATA ANO PREPARES THE PROBLEM FOR CALCULATION*** 


































STEADY OARCIAN FLOW IN SOILS 
CHAIN LINK 1 
ONE,TWO,OR THREE DIMENSIONAL STEADY STATE FLOW IN SOIL PROGRAM 
UP TO 2000 NODE POINTS . 
CHA IN LINK l READS INPUT ANO PREPARES FOR ITEIIATIONS THRU MATRIX 
PROGRAMMER NOTE THE COORDINATE INDICES USED INTERNALLY DO NOT 
CONFORM TO USUAL MATHEMATICAL CONVENTION. 










DIMENSION "UKl( 151,UKZ( 15l,UK3U5l,STEK3( 151 
DI MENSI ON CKl( 151,CKZ (15 ,2 I ,CK3U5,41 I, CK4U5 ,2 I 
DIMENSION PLOP(50U ,KEY(5021,0UM(50U ,MUM(5021,CODEUS1 
COMMON PHI,EK,NO 
COMMON UK1,UK2,UK3,STEK3,CK1,CK2,CK3,CK4 . 
COMMON KK,II,JJ,MAXI,MAXi<,MAXJ,IKTOT,KIJTOT,NBUG,NPUN,NCASE,NSAT, 
lNl, N2, N3~ N4, N5 ,NAVG,NS IZE, NAXI, LSW, NGRA.P,L, HI ,JHI, I HI ,KHI, NDUMl, 
2NOUM2,NOUM3,NDUM4,MOUM1,MDU142,MDUH3,MDUM4,KEY 
COMMON I DUMP, I CUT, NCUT ,ICMAXJ, ICMAXI ,ICMAXK, MAN, INIT, NTYP E, I COUNT, 
lJAM ,MHl .,MHZ ,MVl, 14V2 ,MCl ,M02 ,NSKIP, J, K, I, NIN EK, N iNPHI, NCMAXJ, 
2NCMAXI,NCMAXK,NUM . 
COMMON BEE·, CANGLE, OELZ, SANGLE,DEE, AYE, H, ELENG,P 1,CORl ,COR2 ,COR3, 
1COR4,COR5-,COOE ,PHlMAX ,DUMl, OUM2 ,OUM3, DUM4, DOU Ml, ODUM2, ODUlt.3", 
2DDUM4,00UM5,ANGLE,PLOP . 










5001 FORMAT( 1 ERROR EXIT ON LOADING BY COLU'CN Of CHANGE Y• ',13,'TO y..,, 
1,I3,5X,'Z=',I3,• TO Z=',I3,2X,'CHANGES••,I5,2X,•·FIRST NUMBER LOAOE 














l FORMAT II5,l5A41 
2 FORMAT CI2,El0.4J 
3 FO~MAT '14151 
4 FORMAT 114113,FZ.OII 
30 FORMAT CF5. 0,3151 . 
60 FORMAT C7Cl4,F6.0II 
70 FORMAT (7El0.41 
71 FORMAT C4El0.4,I21 
300 FORMAT 15 131 . 
752 FORMAT CSF9.7J 
3009 FORMAT (4115,El0.411. 
C CASE IDENTIFICATION ANO SWITCH SETTERS READ IN 
C 
REA015,11 NCASE,COOE . 
READ( 5, 31 NSAT ,NINPHI ,NIN EK ,NCUT ,NAVG ,NAXI ,NPUN ,NBUG, NGRAP,NOUM3 . 
READ-IN SOIL DATA FOR K .CALCULATIO'II DIii NSAT"'l. 
90 




163 GO TO (600,20001,NSAT 
164 600 REAO(S,21 NUM,CUNI.T 
165 00 705 M.• l, NUM 
166 REA0(5,711UKl(Ml;UK2(Ml,UK3(Ml,STEK3(Ml,MEK3 
16 7 READ( 5,701 CKU Ml, (CK2 (M ,NJ ,N .. 1,21, ( CK3( M,NI ,.N•l ,MEK31, lCK4 (M, NJ ,N= 
168 11,21 . 
169 lf(NOUM3)705,640,705 
170 C CALCULATE PERMEABILITY COUPLING RATIO FOR HETEROGENEOUS SOILS 
171 640 lf(M-11650,650,655 
172 650 R WN=CKl ( 11 
173 655 CKUMl=CKU MI/RWN 
17"4 CK2(M,ll=CK21M,ll*CK1'MI 
175 CK2(M,21=CK2(M,21*CKl(MI 
. · 176 DO 675 N•l,MEK3 
177 . 675 CK3(M,Nl=CK3(M,Nl*CK1 (Ml 
178 CK4(M,ll=CK4(M,ll*CKl(MI 
.179 C UNIT CORRECT SOIL DATA If NECESSARY 
180 If (CUNIT-1.1706,705,706 
181 ·706 UKl( M l=UK 1( MI •CUNIT 





187 705 CONTINUE 
188 ·C READ CASE INPUT. 
189 2000 READ( 5,31 NCMAXJ,NCMAXI ,NCMAXK, ICMAXJ, ICMAX I, ICMAXK,JJ, ll,KK, 
.1110 lNDUMl;NOUM2,NOUM4 . 
191 READ I 5, 70 I DELZ, H, ANGLE, B~E,DEE, AYE, EL ENG 
192 READ( 5, 701PHIMAX,Pl ,DUMl ,OUM2 ,DUMlt • 
193 READ(5,301COR1,Nl,N2,N3 
194 C SET-UP UNCUT DlMENSIONS FOR PHI READ-IN 
195 MAXJ=NCMAXJ 
196 MAX l=NCMAXI 
197 MAXK•NCMAXK 
198 C COMPUTE SINE AND COSINE Of ANGLE Of SYSTEM INCLINATION 
199 · CANGLE•COS(ANGLEI 
200 OOUM4•H . 
201 DDUMS•ELENG 
202 GO TO 14000,40011,NSAT 
203 C UNIT CORRECT COLUMN LENGTH 
204 4000 ELENG=ELENG*CUNIT 
205 OUMl •RWN 
206 H•H*CUNIT 
207 C DETERMINE If ANO HOW MATRIX IS TJ BE CUT-UP 
208 4001 If I NC MAXI-I CMAXI I 2070,2071,2070 
209 2071 ICUT=l 
210 GO TO 2072 
211 2070 ICUT=NCMAXI /ICMAXIt-1 
212 C READ INITIAL. PHI,K,MATERIAL,AND CALC TYPE MATRICES 
213 2072 IIl•l 
214 15 GO TO C 7, 3000,21,211,III 
215 C INITIAL K IN 






3006 READ (5,3001. J8,JT,IB,IT,KKK 





































C INITIAL K-WHOLE LINE 
3050 REAOC 5, 70 > CPLOP.C Kl ,K .. 1,MAXKI 
GO TO 2050 
C INITIAL K-BY POINTS Of CHANGE 
3007 READC5,3009) (CKEY(JJJl,PLOPCJJJJl,JJJ•l,KKKI 
GO TO 20 
C MATERIAL AND CALC TYPES-BY POINTS OF CHANGE 
C 
21 READC5, 3001 JB;JT,.IB,IT,KKK 
READC5,4J C CKEY(JJJ 1,PLDPCJJJU,JJJ•l,KKK) 
GO TO 20 
INITIAL PHIS 
1 · GO TO I 750,30011,NINPHI 
750 READC5,3001JB,JT,IB,IT,KKK 
IFCKKKl3051,3051,8 
C INITIAL PHI-WHGLE LINE 
3051 READC5,7521CPLOPC~> ,K•l,MAXKJ 
C WHOLE LINE IN ROUTINE 
2050 DO 751 J•JB,Jf 
DO 751 I=IB,IT 
DO 751 K=l,MAXK 
JAMsMAXI*MAXK*CJ-ll+MAXK*CI-ll+K 
If CIII-21 2004,200512005 
2004 PHICJAMl•PLOPCKI 
GO TO 751 
2005 EKCJAM)sPLOPCKJ 
751 · CON TI NUE 
GO TO 22· 























GO TO 2008 
3003 READC5,70) CEKCJAM),JAM•l,KIJTOTI 
GO TO 2009 . 
ITI°TIAL PHI-BY POINTS OF CHANGE 
8 READCS,60 I C.KEYCJJJ 1,PLDPCJJJJ,JJJ= 1,KKKI 
POINT OF CHANGE ROUTINE 
20 KEY( KKK+U=O 
IFCKKK-5011 4100,5000~5000 
4100 IFCif-5011 4111,5000,5000 
4111 IFCJT-31) 3888,5000,5000 
5000 WRITEC6,5001 I JB,JT, IB,IT,KKK,PLOPC 11 
LSW=9 
GO TO 2080 
3888 DO 9 J=JB,JT 
DD 9 I=IB, 11: 
JJJ =l. 
DO 9 K=l,MAXK 
IF CK-KEYCJJJ+UI 10,11,10 · 





GO .TO (12,2006,13,105),III 
12 PHI(JAM)•PLOP(JJJ) 
GO TO 9 
2006 EKI JAM) =PLOPI JJJ) 
GO TO 9 
13 MATIJAMl=PLOP(JJJI 
GO TO 9 
105 NO IJAMJ:PLOP.(JJJI 
9 CONTINUE 
GET ALL OF MATRICES 
22 IFIMAXI-Ull4, 14,15 
14 IFIMAXJ~JT)2007,2007,15 
























































2007 GO T0.(2008,2009,2010,20111,III 
.2008 GO TO I 2012 ,2013) ,NSAT 
2012 111=3 . 
NCUT=l 





GO TO 2022 
2010 111=4 
GO TO 2022 
C SIZE OF UNCUT MATRIX 
2020 MAXJ=NCMAXJ 
MAX l=NCMAX I 
MAXK=NCHAXK 
GO TO 15· 




GO TO 15 





MAXI =NC MAXI 
MAXK=;NCMA XK 
SUBROUTINE CUTTER REMOVES ROWS AND COLUMNS F~OM A MATRIX 
CALL CUTTER 
GO TO (2014,20151,IDUMP 
C ERROR EXIT-ON FAILURE IN CUTTER ROUTINE 
2015 GO TO 2080 
C DETERMINE IF 1,2 OR 30 MATRIX 
2014 IF(MAXJ-11 400,400,2030 
400 IFCMAXK-112031,2031,401 
2031 NSIZE=l 
GO TO 402 
401 'IISIZE=2 




































































SUBROUTINE TESTS FOR ILLOGICAL CALC TYPE CHOICES 
CALL TEST 
GO TO (306,403J,IOUMP 
ERROR EXIT-1.LLOGICAL CALC TY PE CHOI CE 
LSW=b 
GO TO 2080 
PRINT INITIAL CGNOITIONS 
LSW=l 
I KT OT=MAX I *MAX K 
Kl J TOT=MAXI *MAXK*MAXJ 
CHAIN LINK 2 HANDLES ITERATION THRU THE MATRIX ANO 
C 
2080 







C ***SUBROUTINE TEST CHECKS CALCULATION TYPES ANO TERMINATES THE PROBLEM ••• 
C ***NITH AN ERROR MESSAGE IF AN ILLOGICAL CHOICE IS MADE*** 
SUBROUTINE TEST 
INTEGER•i NO,MAT 
OIM ENS ION PHIi 2000), EK ( 2000 I, NO ( 20001, !IAT( 20001 
DI.MENSI ON UKlC 151 ,UK2 U5J ,UK3115 I, S TEK3 Cl5 J 
DIMENSION CK1Cl51,CK2(15,21,CK3(15,41J,CK4(15,21 
DI MENS ION PLOP (5011, KEY (502 J, OUN ( 5011,NUM( 5021, CODE 1151 
COMMON PHI ,EK,NO 
COMMON UK1,UK2,UK3,STEK3,CK1,CK2,CK3,CK4 
COMMON KK, I I, JJ ,MAX I ,MAXK, MAXJ, IKTOT, KIJTOT ,NBUG, NPUN, NCASE,NSAT 1 
1Nl,N2,N3,N4,N5,NAVG,NSIZE,NAXI,LSW,NGRAP,L,HI,JHI,IHI,KHI,NDUM1 1 
2NOUM2 ,NDlJ-M3, NOUM4, MDUH1,MOUM2,MOUM3, MOUM4,KEY 
COMMON IDUMP,I CUT ,NCUT, ICHAXJ, ICMAU, ICMAXK ,MAN, !NIT I NTYPE, I COUNT, 
lJAM ,MH1,MH2,HV 1, MV2, M01,M02 ,NSKI P, J, K, I ,NINEK ,NI NPHI, NCMAXJ, 
2NCMAXI, NCMAXK, NUM 
COMMON BEE,CANGLE,DELZ,SANGLE,OEE,AYE,H,ELENG,Pl,CORl,COR2,COR3, 
1COR4, COR5, CODE ,PHIMAX, DUMl, DUM2 ,DUM3 ,DUM4 ,DOU Ml ,OOUM2 ,D0UM3, 
200UM4,D0UM5,ANGLE,PLOP 





DO 600 J=l, MAX J 
DO 600 I=l,MAXI 
DO 600 K=l,MAXK 
JAM=MAXI*MAXK* I J-11 +MAXK* ( I-1 l+K 
IMAG=NO( JAM I 
IF(IMAGJS00,500,40 
40 GO TO (50,60,701,NSIZE 
50 IF( IMAG-4189,89,500 
60 IF IIMAG-10)89,89,500 
70 IF(IMAG-28189,89,500 






379 100 JFCJ-1)102,102,103 
380 102 GO TO (401,402,4031,NSIZE 
381 401 GO TO (600,500,600,500!,IMAG 
382 402 GO TO (600,500,500,500,500,500,600,500,500,5001,IMAG 
383 403 GO TO (600,500,506,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500 
384 l,500,500,500~500,500,600,500,500,500,500,500,500,5001,JMAG 
385 103 IF (I-MAXII 104,105,105 
386 104 GO TO 1404,405,406),NSIZE 
387 404 GO TO 600 
388 405 GO TO (600,500,500,500,600,500,600,500,600,5001,IMAG 
389 406 GO TO 1600,560,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,5001 500 
390 1 1 500,600,500,5C0,500,600,500,500,500,600,500,500 1 5001,IMAG 
391 105 GO TO (407,408,4091,NSIZE . 
392 407 GO TO 1600,500,500,6001,IMAG 
393 408 GO TO (600,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,600,5001,IMAG 
394 409 GO TO (600,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,50~,500,500,500 1 500 1 500 
395 1,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,600,500,500,5001,IMAG 
396 101 IF(K-MAXKl106,l07,107 
397 106 IF(I-ll 108,108,109 
398 108 GO TO 1500,410,4111,NSIZE 
399 410 GO TO (600,500,600,500,500,500,600,600,500,5001,IMAG 
400 411 GO TO (600,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500 1 500,6001 500,500 1 500,500 
401 l,500,5001 500 1 500,500,600,500,600,500,500,500,500,5001,IMAG 
402 109 IF II-MAXllll0,111,111 
403 110 GO TO 1500,412,4131,NSIZE 
404 412 GO TO 600 
405 413 GO TO (600,500,500,500,500,500,600,500,500,500,600,500,500,500 1 600 
406 1,500,600,500,600,500,600,500,600,500,600,500,600,500),IMAG 
407 111 GO TO (500,414,4151,NSIZE 
408 414 GO TO (600,500,500,600,500,500,500,500,600,6001,IMAG 
409 415 GO TO (600,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500 1 500,500,500 1 500 1 600 
'tlO 1,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,600,500,600,500) , I MAG 
411 107 IF CI-11112,112,113 
412 112 GO TO (500,416,417) ,NSIZE 
413 416 GO TO 1600,500,500,500,500,500,500,600,500,5001,IMAG 
414 417 GO TO (600,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500 
415 1,500,500,500,5C0,500,500,500,600,500,500,500,500,500l,IMAG 
'tl6 113 IF I I-MAX I 1114, 115, 115 
417 114 GO TO (50C,418,4l91,NS1ZE 
418 418 GO TO i600,500,500,500,500,600,500,600,500,600) ,IMAG 
419 419 GO TO (600,500,500,5001500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500 
420 1,500,500,500,6C0,500,500,500,600,500,500,500J600,5001,IMAG 
421 115 GO TO (500,420,4211,NSIZE 
422 420 GO TO (600,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,6001,IMAG 
423 421 GD TD (600,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500 
424 1,500,500,500,500,500, 500, 50 O, 500, 500, 50 O, 500,600,500) , I·MAG 
425 91 IF(J-MAXJI 92,93 193 
426 92 IF (K-1)200,200,201 
427 200 IF II-11202,202,203 
428 202 GO TO (600,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,600,500,500,500 1 500 1 500,500 
429 1,500,500,500,500,500,600,600,500,500,500,500,500,5001,IMAG 
430 203 IFCI-MAXIl204,205,205 







433 205 GO ro C600,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,600,500,500 
434 1,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,600,600,500,5001,JNAG 
435 201 IFCK-MAXKJ2C6,2C7,207 
436 206 IFCl-11208,208,209 
437 208 GO TO C600,500,600,500,500,500,500,500,600,600,600,600,500,500,500 
438 1,500,500,500,500,500,600,600,600,600,500i500,500,500J,JNAG 
439 209 IFCJ-MAXll210,211,211 
440 210 GO TO 600 
441 211 GO ro C600,500,500,600,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,600,600,600 
442 1 1 600,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,600,600,600,6001,IMAG 
443 207 IFC 1-11212,212,213 . 
444 212 GO TO (600,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,600,500,500,500,500,500 
445 1,500,500,500.,500 ,500 ,500,500,600,600,500, 500,500,5001, INAG 
446 213 IFCJ-MAXIJ214,215,215 
447 .214 GO TO C600,500,500,500,500,600,500,500,500,600,500,500,500,600,500 
448 1,5001 500,500,60C,600,500,500,600,600,500,500,600,6001,IMAG 
449 215 GO TO C600,500,500,50.0,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500i600,500 
450 1,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,600, 6001, IMAG 
451 93 If CK-11300,300,301 . 
452 300 IFC J-11302,302.,303 . 
453 302 GO TO C600,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500 
454 1,500,500,500,500,500,500,60Q,500,500,500,500,500,5001,IMAG 
455 303 IFCI-MAXIl304,305,305 
456 304 GO TO (600,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500 
457 1,500,500,600,500,500,500,600,500,500,500,600, 500,5001 ,IMAG . 
458 305 GO TO 1600,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500 
459 1,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,600,500,5001,IMAG 
460 301 IFCK-MAXKl306,307,307 
461 306 IFCI-11308,308,309 
462 308 GO ro c 600,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,600 ,500·,500,500 
463 l,500,500,500,500,500,500,600,500,600,500,500,500,5001,INAG 
464 309 ·1FCI-MAXIl310,311,311 
465 310 GO TO C600,500,500,500,500,500,500,600,500,500,500,600,500,500,500 
466 1,600,500,600,500,600,500,600 ,500,600,500,600,-500, 6001, IMAG 
· 467 .311 GO TO (600,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500 
408 l,600,500,500,500,S00,500,500,500,500,500,600,500,6001,INAG 
469 307 IFCI-11312,312,313 
470 312 GO TO 1600,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,5001 500 
4.11 1,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,600,500,500,500, 5001, IMAG 
472 313 IfCI-MAXll314,315,315 
473 314 GO TO C 600,500, 500~ 500,.5001500,500,500, 500,500,500,500,500,500,500 
474 1,500,500,500,500,600,500,500,500,600,500,500,500,6001,IMAG 
475 315 GO TO C600,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500 
476 1,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,500,600J,IHAG 
417 600 CON TI NUE. 
478 GO TO 700 
479 500 IDUMP=Z 
480 LSW=6 




485 C ***CUTTR*** 

































































SUBROUTl~E CUTTER REMOVES ROWS ANO COLUMNS FROM A MATRIX 
INTEGER*2 NO,MAT 
DIMENSION PHll20001 ,EKl20001,NOC20001,MATC2000) 
DlltENSION UKlC 151,UK2Cl51,UK3Cl51 ,STEK3Cl5) 
DIMENSION CKlC151,CK2C15,2l,CK3115,ltlJ,CKltll5,21 
DI MENSI ON PLOP (5011, KEYl502 I ,DUMl501 I ,MUM15021.,COOE I 151 
COMMON PHI,EK,NO . 
COMMON UK1,UK2,UK3,STEK3,CK1,CK2,CK3,CKlt 
::oMMON KK, 11., JJ;MAXI ,MAXK,MAXJ,1 KTOT ,KI JTOT ,NBUG,NPUN, NCAS E,NSAT, 
1N1,N2,N3,N4,N5,NAVG,NSIZE,NAXJ,LSW,NGRAP,L,Hl,JHl,JHl,KHl,NDUM1, 
2NDUM2,NDUM3,NDUM4,MOUM1,MOUM2,MOUM3,MOUMlt,KEY 
CON MON IDUMP, ICUT,NCUT, ICMAXJ,I CMAXI, ICMAXK ,NAN, INIT, NT\'PE, I COUNT, 












GO TO 12,3,4,16,17,18,71,ICOUNT 
.JEST If PROPOSED MATRIX CUT INCLUDES BOUNDARIES 
2 NOUMl•MAXK . 
NDUM2=KK 
GO TO 5 
3 NDUMl=MAXI 
NDUM2=J I 
GO TO 5 
4 NDUMl•MAXJ 
NDUM2•JJ 
GO TO 5 
16 NDUMl•KK 
NDUM2=1 
GO TO 5 
17 NDUMl •I I 
NDUM2=1 







ERROR EXIT-CUTTER ROUTINE-PROPOSED CUT DOES NOT INCLUDE BOUNDARY 
LSW•7 . . 
6 LSW=7 
IOUMP=2 
GO TO 15 




























































1 DO 8 M=l,NCUT 
JAM•O 
DO 8 J~l,MAXJ,ICUT 
DO 8 I•l,MAXI,ICUT . 
KLEFT=MAXI*MAXK*(J•ll+MAXK•tI-11+1 
KRIGHT•KLEFT+MAXK-1 
DO 8 K•KLEFT,KRIGHT,ICUT 
JAM•JAM+l· 
GO TO C9,101,M 
9 PHI(JAIO•PHICKI 
GO TO 8 
10 EK(JAMl•EKCKI 
8 CONTINUE 
CALCULATE CUT DIMENSIONS 
MAXK•MAXK/1 CUT+l 
MAXI•MAXI/ICUT•l 




CHECK CALC CUT DIMENSIONS AGAINST 0 INPUT C~T DIMENSIONS 
If(MAXK-ICMAXKI 11,12,11 
12 IF(MAXI-ICMAXII 11,13,11 
13 IFCMAXJ-ICMAXJI 11,14,11 
14 DELZ•DELZ•FLOATC ICUT I 
GO TO 15 . 
ERROR EXIT•CUTTER ROUTINE-CALCULATED CUT DIMENSIONS DO NOT AGREE 





•••CHAIN LINK 2••• 
•••CHLKZ CONTAINS SUBROUTINES STEP, KAY,.fHI, INPUT, OUT, R.ELAX, SAVE,••• 
•••ADDRS,GMAN,GNO••• 
•••CHLKZ HANDL.ES THE I TERA TI ON THROUGH THE MATRIX AND COMPUTES THE OPTIMUM*** 
•••OVERRELAXATION FACTOR*** 
SUBROUTINE CHL~2CIRSTRTI 
CHA IN LINK 2 HANDLES UERA TI ON THRU THE MATRIX AND CALCULATES 
PHI AT EACH. POINT 
INTEGER*2 NO,MAT 
DIMENSION PHICZOOOl,EKCZOOOl,NDCZOOOl,MATCZOOOI 
DI MENS ION UKl U5 J,UK2 C15 I, LIK3 C 151, STEK3C 151 
DI MENSI ON CKl ( 151 ,CK2U5,2 I ,CK3U5 ,411 ,CK4U5 ,2 I 
DI MENS ION PLOP CSOU,KEY( 5021,DUMC 50111MUMC5021,CODEU51 
COMMON PHI,EK,NO 
COMMON UK1,UK2 ,UK3,STEK3,CK1,CK2,CK3,CK4 
COMMON KK,II,JJ,MAXI,MAXK,MAXJ,IKTJT,KIJTDT,NBUG,NPUN,NCASE,NSAT, 
1Nl,N2,N3,N4,N5,NAVG,NSIZE,NAXl,LSW,NGRAP,L,HI,JHl~IHI,KHI,NOUM1, 
2NDUM2, NOUM3,NOUM4,MOUM1 ,MDUM2,MDUM3 ,MDUMlt ,KEY 
COMMON IDUMP,ICUT,NCUT,ICMAXJ,ICMAXl,ICMAXK,MAN,INIT,NTYPE,ICOUNT,. 
lJAM,MHl ,MHZ ,MVl ,MVZ ,MOl ,MOZ ,NSKIP,J ,K, I ,NINEK,N INPHli NCMAXJ, 
98 
80/80 LIST 
000000000 l l l l ll ll l 12222222222333333333344444H444555555555566666666667777777777 8 
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
2NCMAXI, NCMAXK, Nl.;M 
COMMON BEE, CANGLE, OELZ, SANGLE,DEE ,A YE ,H ,ELENG ,Pl ,CORl ,COR2 ,COR3, 
1COR4,COR5 ,CODE ,PH IMAX ,DUMl, OUM2 ,OUM3 ,OUM4, ODUMl, OOUMZ, DOUM3, 
2DOUM4,00UM5,ANGLE,!>LOP . 
COMMON FR ACT, FK,X, DENOHl, OENOM2, OEN OM 3, OENCON ,AVTERM,HTERM, VTERM, 
lAXTERM,OTERM,CUNIT . 

















·c:; THE FOLLOWING COMMON IS USED TO COMltU'UCATE BETWEEN STEP ANO CHLK2. 
C VALUES ARE DEFINED IN STEP ANO ASSUMED TO BE THE SAME WHEN STEP IS RECALLED. 
COMMON ISIGN,KSIGN,NBT,NMIO,NENO 
EQUIVALENCE C PLOP, OUM 1, CK EY ,MUIH 
EQUIVALENCE CHAT ,EK I 
209 FORMAT C Il I 
401 FORMAT C3HOLs13,3H Y=I3,3H Z=I3,3H XsI3,23H TERMS OF THE EQUATION 
1 5El2.4/13H DENOMINATORS 3El2.4,9H CONSTANT El2 •. 417I51 
1000 FORMAT C15A4 I . 
1001 FORMATC 14151 
1003 FORMAT(F5.0,3151 
2090 FORMAT 12151 
2091 FORMATl7Ell.61 
2094 FORMAT 17El0.41 
C SUBROUTINE OUT HANDLES ALL PRINTOUT-WELL NEARLY 




















7000 IF (LSW-61 1004,2,2 






























AOORS SUBROUTINE MERGES MATERIAL ANO TYPE OF CALC MATRIX INTO 
ONE SET Of MEMORY LOCATlONS 
CALL AOORS 
C 
DO 17 J=l ,MAXJ 
DO 17 I •1,MAXI 
63 DO 17 K=l,MAXK 
JAH=IKTOT*IJ-ll+MAXK•II-ll+K 
SUBROUTINE GHAN PICKS UP MATERIAL MATRIX FROM MERGED MATRIX 
. CALL GMANIMAN,NO,JAHI . 
760 f RACT• IPHI ( JAM 1-BEE•CANGLE*DELZ*fLOAT C I-1 l+OEE*SANGLE*OELZ•FLOATI K 
1-11-1 AYE*H/ELENGI l *ELENG 















ROUTINE TO SELECT TYPE OF STEPPING 
I FCKK-112030,. 2030, 20.31 
2030 IFC I I-112032,2032 ,2033 
2032 NTYPE•2 . 
GO TO 31· 
2033 IFUI-MAXU2034,2035,2035 
2034 NTYPE•3 . 
GO TO 31 
2035 NTYPE•4 
GO TO 31 
2031 IFCKK-MAXKJ2036,2037,2037 
2036 IFCII-112038,2038,2039 
2038 NTYPE•9 . . 



























2039· IF( I I-MAXI J 204C,2041,2041 
2040 NTYPE•l 
GO TO 31 
2041 NTYPE•S 
GO TO 31 
2037 IFC II-112CV.212042 ,2043 
2042 NTYPE•8 
· GO TO 31 
2043 IFCII-MAXIJ2044,2045,2045 
2044 NfYPE•7 
GO TO 31 
2045 NTYPE•6 
































00 15 JPLANE•l,MAXJ 
ROUTINE ro PICK-UP PROPER I,K MATRIX 
IFCJPLANE-11 1,1,3 
l' J•JJ 
GO TO 4 
3 IfCJJ•Jl6,5,5 
5 J•J~l . 
IFCJ-117,4,4 
1 J•JJ+l 



























































PHI C JAM l=AVTERM+HTERM+VTERM+OTERM+AXTERM 
OVER-RELAX AT ION CORRECT ION 
PHICJAMJ=BEFORE+CPHICJAMI-BEFOREl*CORR 
GO TO (2021,20221,NSAT 
CALCULATE K IF NSAT•l 
SUBROUTINE GHAN PICKS UP.MATERIAL MATRIX FROM MERGED MATRIX 
CALL GHAN CMAN,NO,JAMJ 
FRACT=IPHI(JAMI-BEE•CANGLE•OELZ*FLOATCI•ll+DEE*SANGLE*DELZ*FLOAT(K 
l-11-(AYE*H/ELENGll*ELENG 
SUBROUTINE KAY COMPUTES KA FUNCTION OF FRACT•(PHJI 
CALL KAY 
EKCJAMl=FK 
2022 GO TO (83,83,84),NSUG 










































TEST PHI ·AGAINST INPUT VALUE 
504 -IfCABSCPHICJAMU•ABSCPHIMAX)I 15,301,301 
ERROR EXIT-CALCULATED PHI BIGGER THAN INPUT MAX VALUE-LSW•9 
301 LSW=9 
GO TO 2 
15 CONTINUE 
DUM3=SD IF E/F LOAT( KI JTOT) 
DEBUG PRINTOUT 
SUBROUTINE OUT HANDLES ALL PRINTOUT-WELL NEARLY 
71 CALL OUT 
THE USER SHOULC CODE A .TEST FOR EXCESSIVE TIME HERE. IT COULD BE 
A SENSE SWITCH TEST OR A TEST BASED ON ELAPSED TIME. ISl St«JULO 
BE SET TO 1 If TIME HAS BEEN EXCEEDED, 2 OTHERWISE. IF NO TEST 
IS DESIRED THE OPTION WILL SE IGNORED IF IS1 IS ALWAYS SET TO 2. 
I Slo:2 
70 GO TO 1202,2501,ISl 
NEED TO ITERATE AGAIN 
250 lf(HI-Pl)l9,19,20 
NO MORE ITERATION 
19 LSWs3 
PUNCH PHI AND K MATRIX If DESIRED 
GO TO 12,20931,NPUN 
·155 
756 
2093 WRITE(7,20901 NCASE,KIJTOT 





GO TO (2092,21,NSAT 
2092 
C 
WRIT EC7, 20941 ( EKCJAM 1, JAM•l,KI JTOTI 
ENO OF.CASE PRINTOUT-LSW•3 
C SUBROUTINE OUT HANDLES ALL PRINTOUT-WELL.NEARLY 
2 CALL OUT 
5000 STOP 







































C SET UP OVER~RELAXATION CORRECTION 
C 
IF CL-Nl) 28i28,22 
22 CALL RELAXCNSAT,SDIFE,PSDJFE,CORR,NDYI 
34 CORl=CORR 
35 Nl•·Nlf-N2. 
GO TO 31 
28 lfCL-N3131,31,30 
GO TO SAVI; ROUTINE-ITERATION LIMIT. EXCEEDED 
30 LS1'1•4 . 
GO TO 602 
GO TO SAVE ROUTINE~TIME RUN our 
202 LSW=5 
PRINT BEFORE.SAVE 
602 CALL OUT 
SAVE ROUTINE 
600 CALL SAVE 
STOP 























7001 READ C5,2091 NCHG 
lFINCHGI $0,50,210 
210 REA015,10001 CODE 
REAOC5 ,10011 NAVG,NPUN,NBUG,NGRAP, !'4DUM1,NOUM2·,NDUM4 
READ( 5, 20941 PHI MAX,Pl ,DUMl ,DUM4 
READ15,10031 COR1,Nl,N2,N3 
50 WRJTEC6,41001 NCASE 
4100 FORMATC 1 1CASE N0. 1 ,15,' RESTARTED AFTER BEING SAVEO'I 
IF CLSW-41 4000,4000,250 
ENO 
***ADORS*** 
***ADORS MERGES THE INTEGER SYMBOLS FOR THE CALCULATION ANO SOIL TYPE*** . 
***INTO A SINGLE COMPUTER WORD•••· 
SUBROUTINE ADDRS 
INTEGER*2 NO,MAT 
DIMENSION PHI I 20001, EKI 20001, NO (20001,MATC 2000) 
DIMENSION UKlC15),UK2U5J,UK3Cl51,STEK3ClSJ . 
DIMENSION CK1Cl51,CK2C15,21,CK3C15,411,CK4C15,21 
DI MENS ION PLOP (5011,KEY 1502 1, OUMC50 U,MUMC502),COOE C 15J 
COMMON PHI,l;K,NO 
COMMON UK1,UK2,UK3,STEK3,CK1,CK2,CK3,CK4 
COMMON KK ,U, JJ,MAX f ,MAXK,MAXJ, IKTOT,KIJTOT ,NBUG,NPUN, NCASE,NSAT, 
102 


























































· 1Nl, NZ, N3, N4 ,NS ,NAVG ,NSl ZE,NAX 1, LSW,NGRAP, Lt HI ,JHI, l Hl,KHI, NOUMlt 
Z~DUMZ,NOUM3,NOUN4,MDUM1,MDUM2,NDUN3,MOUWt,KEY 




1COR4,COR5 ,CODE ,PHI MAX ,DUMl • OUM2 ,DUM3, DUWt ,OOUIU, DOUM2, D00M3, 
ZDOUM4,DDUM5,ANGLE,PLOP 
COMMON FRACT t FK,X,DENOMlt DENOMZ,OENOM3, DENCDN,AVTERM, HTERN, VTERM, 
lAXTERM,OTERM,CUNIT . 
COMMON NDY,DIFE,SOIFE,PSOlFE,CORR 
EQUIVALENCE·· C PLOP, OUM )t CK EY ,MUIO 
EQUIVALENCE CMAT,EKt 
THIS SUBROUT lNE MERGES MATERIAL NATRIX,NAT, AND TYPE Of CALC MATRIX, 
NO, INTO ONE MATRIX 





***FHI CALCULATES THE TERMS OF THE EQUATION FOR THE POTENTIAL*** 
SUBROUT !NE FHI 
I NT EGE.R*2 NO, MAT 
DIMENSION PHIC20001,EKC20001,NOCZOOO),MATCZ000) 
DIM ENS ION UKl 115 ltUKZC15), UK.311·5t, STEK3C 151 
DI MENSI ON CKl C 15>,CK2115,Z 1, CK3115, 4U, CK4U5 1 2 t 
DIMENSION PLOPC501),KEYC5021,0UM(501J,MUM(SOZl,CODEC15) 
COMMON PHI, EK, NO 
COMMON UK1,UK2,UK3,STEK3,CK1,CK2,CK3,CK4 
COMMON KK, II, JJ, MAXI ,MAXK,MAXJ, IKTOT ,KI JTOT ,NBUG ,NPUN, NCAS·E,NSAT, 
1N1,N2,N3;N4,N5,NAVG,NSIZE,NAXl,LSW,NGRAP,L,Hl,JHl,JH1,KHl,NDUM1, 
ZNDUM2,NDUM3,NDUM4,MDUM1 ,MDUM2 ,MDUM3 ,MOUM,KEY. 
COMMON lDUMP,ICUT,NCUT,ICMAXJ,lCMAXl,lCMAXK,MAN,INIT,NTYPE,ICOUNT, 
lJAM, MHl ,MHZ ,MVl ,flVZ ,MCl ;MOZ, NSKIP,J, K, 1,NINEK·,N INPHI, NCMAXJ, 
2NCl'IAXI, NCMAXK, NUN 





COMMON NOY, OIF E, SDI FE,~.SOIFE ,CORR 
EQUIVALENCE CPLOP,DUMt,CKEY,MUMI. 
EQUIVALENCE IMAT,EKI 
SUBROUTINE FHI COMPUTES TERMS OF PHI EQUATIO~ 





GO TO 3 
AVG K IN DENOMINATOR 


































































GO TO 7 
2-D 
5 AVf ERM= (PHI (MHlJ+PHI (MH2J•PHICMVU •PHI (MV2J J/4. 
DENCON=l6. 
GO TO C 8,91 ,NAXI 
AXISYMMETRICAL 
9 AXTERH•(PHI(HH2J-PHI(HH1JJ/(8.*(FLOATCKJ•OUM2-lol) 
GO TO 8 
3-D 
6 AVTERH= ( PHI C MHLJf-PHI C HH2 hPHI (MVl J •PHI (HV2 J •PHI CMOl J •PHI( 140211/6. 
DENCON=24. 
OTERM•(CEKIM02J-EK(M01Jl*CPHI(M021-PHI(M01JII/CDENCON*OENOM31 
8 HTE RH=( C EK( MH2 J- EK (HHUJ * I PHI I HH2 I-PHI (HHl U U I OENCON*DENOM2 I 








DIMENSION UK1C151,UK21151,UK31151,STEK3Cl51 .. 
DIMENSION CK1(15J,CK2(15,2J,CK3115,41J,CK4(15,2J 
DI MENS I ON PLOP C 5011,KEY( 5021,0UMC SOU ,MUMC.5021 ,CODE 1151 
COMMON PHI,EK,NO 
COMMON UK1,UK2,UK3,STEK3;CK1,CK2,CK3,CK4 
COMMON KK, I I, JJ ,.HAX I ,MAXK,MAXJ, IK TOT, Kl JTOT ,N8UG ,NPUN, NCASE,NSAT, 
lNl, N2, N3, N4 ,NS, NAVG, NSI ZE, NAX I ,LSW,NGRA P, L, HI ,JHI, I HI, KHI ,NDUMl, 
2NDUM2,NDUM3,NDUM4,HD.UMl ,MDUM2,MDUM3 ,MDUWt,KEY 
COMMON I DUMP, ICUT ,NCUT, ICMAXJ, IC MAXI, IC MAXK ,MA'4, INIT ,NTYPE, I COUNT, 
lJAM,MH1,MH2,MV1,MV2,MOl,M02,NSKIP,J;K,I,NINEK,NINPHl,NCMAXJ, 
2'4CMAXI, NCHA XK, NUM 
COMMON BEE, CANGL E, DEL Z, SANGL E, DEE, AYE, H, EL ENG ,P l,CORl ,COR2 ,COR3, 
1COR4,COR5 ,CODE ,PH IMAX ,OUHl, DUM2, DUM3, DUH4, DDUMl, DDUM2, DDUM3, 
2DDUM4,DOUH5,ANGLE,PLOP 
COMMON FR ACT, FK,.X, DENOMl, DENOM2, DENOM3, DENCON ,AVTERH,HTERM,VTERH, 
lAXTERM,OTERM,CUNIT 
COMMON NOY,DIFE,SOIFE,PSDIFE,CORR 
THE FOLLOWING COMMON IS USED TO CJMMUNICATE BETWEEN STEP AND CHLK2. 
VALUES ARE DEFINED IN STEP AND ASSUMED TO BE THE SAME WHEN STEP IS RECALLED. 
. COMMON ISIGN,KSIGN.,NBT,NHID,NEND . 
EQUIVALENCE IPLCP,DUMl,IKEY,MUMI 
EQUIVALENCE (HAT,EKI 
SUBROUTINE STEP SETS-UP STEPPING THRU MATRIX AND FINDS SURROUNDING 
POINTS ' 
NSK IP=l 




























































10 GO TO U2,13,14,15.,16,U,18,19,201,NTYPE 
INI TlALIZE. STARTIN. COORDINATES DEPENDING ON TYPE OF STEPP ING 
U III•II. 
KKK•KK 
GO TD (21,22,23,241,ICOUNT 
13 lll•II-1 . 
KKK•KK-1 
GO TO Z't 
14 IIIo:II 
KKK•KK-1 
GD TO '22,241 tlCOUNT 
1~ 111•11 . . 
KKK•KK-1 
GO TO 22 
16 III=II 
KKK•KK . 
GO TO (21,221,ICOUNT 
17 III•II . 
KKK•KK 
GO TO 21 
18 I II•II 
KKK"!KK 
GO TO C21,23J,ICOUNT 
19 IU=II-1 . 
KKK•KK 
GD TD 23 
20 III= II-1 
KKKo:KK 
GO TO C23,24J,ICOUNT 
STEPPING DOWN-LEFT -COMPUTE LINITS 




NEND•MDUM 1• l 
GO TO 25 
•KKK 
•MAXK*CIII-ll•KKK 
STEPPING DOWN-RIGHT-COMPUTE LIMITS 




NENO=MO UMl •MAXI< 
GO TO 25 
STEPPING UP-LEFT -COMPUTE Ll~ITS 





GO TO 25 
•MAXK*CMAXl-ll•KKK 
•MAXK*II !•KKK . 
•MAXK*CMAXI-11+1 



































































GO TO 26 
COMPUTE AND TEST PHI INDEX 
11 JAH•JAM+ISIGN*MAXK 
I Fl I SIGN• I J AH-NBTI >26 ,26 ,27 
27 NBT•NBT+KSIGN 
NMI 0-NN ID+KS IGN 
JAN•NMID 
IFIKSIGN•CN8T•NENDll26,26,28 
28 ICOUNTa ICQUNT.+l 
I NI T•l 
GD TO 9 
ROUTINE TO FIND SURROUNDING POINTS 





HOl =JAM-I K TOT 
M02•JAH+I K TOT 
SPECIAL CASES ON SURROUNDING POINTS 
GO TO (200,2011,NSAT 
200 CALL GNOIIHAGE,NO,JAH, 
GO TO 202 
201 IHAGE•NOIJAN, 
202 GO TO I 100,101,1021,NSIZE 
1-0 . 
100 GO TO (103,131,1C5,106,,IMAGE 
2-0 
101 GO TO U03,131,105,106,107,108,111,112,U5,U6J,INAGE 
3-D . 
102 GO TO (103,131,105,106,107,108,109,110,111,112,113,114~115,116, 
1117,118,119~120,121,122,123~124,125,126,127,128,129,1301,INAGE 
103 NSKIP=2 
GO JO 131 
105 HVl=MV2 
GO TO 131 
106 MV2=MV1 
GO TO 131 
107 MHl=MH2 
GO TO 131 
108 MH2=14Hl 
GO TO 131 
109 HOl=H02 
GO TO 131 
110 H02=H01 
GO TO 131 
111 '1Vl=HV2 
HHl =HH2 






























































GO TO 131 
MV1•MV2 
M0l•M02 
GO ro 131 
114 MV1=MV2 
M02•M01 
GP TO 131 
115 MV2•MV1 
MH1•MH2 
GO TO 131 
116 'MV2=MV1 
.MH2•MH1 
GO TO 131 
. 117 MV2•MV1 
M0l•M02 
GO TO 1.31 
118 MV2•MV1 
M02•M01 
GD TD 131 
119 MH1•MH2 
MOl•M02 
GO TD 131 
120 MHl=MH2 
MOZ•MDl 
GD TO 131 
121 MH2:"'MH1 
MOl=Moz· 
GD TO 131 
122 MH2..,MH1 
MOZ•MOl 
GO TO 131 
123 MV.l•MV 2 
MH1•MH2 
M01aM02 















































































GO TO 131 
129 MV2•MV 1 
MH2•MH1 
MOl•M02 







***KAY COMPUTES t•PJLLARV CONDUCTIVITY AS A FUNCTION OF CAPILLARY PRESS••• 
SUBROUTINE KAY 
JNTEGER*2 NO,MAT 
DIMENSION PH112000), EKC2000 hNDC2000)tMATC2000) 
DI MENSI ON UKl C 151 ,UK2Cl5ItUK31151 ,S TEK3 ClSI 
DIMENSION CK1(1S1,CK2C1S,2),CK3Cl5,41J,CK4Cl5,21 
01 MENSI ON PLOP 15011 ,KEV C502) t OUM( SO 11 ,MUMC5021, CODEC 151 
COMMON PHI,EK,NO . . . 
COMMON. UK 1, UK2 ,UK3,ST EK3,CK l,CK 2, CK 3, CK4 
COMMON KK, I I ,JJ ,MAX I ,MAXK, MAXJ, IKTOT ,K IJTOT ,NBJG,NPUN,NCASE,NSAT, 
lN 1, N2,N3, N4,NS ,NAVG ,NSI ZE ,NAXI, LSW, NG RAP ,L,HI ,JHI, I HI ,KHI, NDUMl, 
2NDUM2 t NDUM3 ,NDUM4, MDU Ml ,MDUM2, MOUM3,MDUM4,KEV 
:OM MON ID UMP,I CUT ,NCUT, I CMAXJ, 1 CMAX I, JCMAXK ,MAN, INIT, NTYPE, ICOUNT, 
1JAM,MH1,MH2,MV1,MV2,M01,M02,NSKIP,J,K,I,NJNEK,NJNPHl,NCMAXJ, 
2NCHAXI, NCMAXK, NUN 
COMMON . BEE ,CANGLE ,DELZ, SANGLE,OEE,AV E,H,ELENG, Pl, CORl, COR2·, COR3, 
1COR4, CORS, COOE,PHIMAX,DUMl ,OUM2,DUM3 ,DUM4 ,DDUMl ,DDUM2 ,ODUM3, 
2DDUM4,00UM5 t ANGLE, PLOP 
COMMON FRAC T, Fk, X,PENOMl iDENOMZ ,OENOM3, DENCON, AVTERM, HT ERM, VT ERM, 
lAXT ERM, OT ERM,CUI\I JT 
COMMON NDV,OJFE,SDJFE,PSDIFE,CORR 
EQUIVALENCE CPLOP,DUM>,CKEV,MUMI 
EQUIV AL ENCE CHAT t EK I 
SUBROUTINE KAY CCMPUTES K A FUNCTION OF FRACT-C PHU 
10 IF(UKUMAN)-FRACT)21,22,22 
21 F K=CKl I MANI . 
GO TO 20 , 
22 IFIUK21MAN)-FRACTl23,24,2't 
23 FK=CK2CMAN,ll*FRACT+CK2CMAN,21 
GO TO 20 
24 IF CUK3C MAN )-FRACTl25, 26, 26 
25 M•( IFRACT-UK2CM•N> )/STEK3CMANI Hl. 
FK=CK3( MAN, M )+ (CK3C MAN, M+ 11-CK3( MAN,M)) • ( (FRACT-
1 I ST EK3 I MAN I *FL OAT CM-l lt·UK2C MANI I) /S TEK3CMA'41 I 
GO TO 20 
26 FK=CK4C MAN, 11 II ABS( FRAC Tl **CK4( MAN, 211 




00.000000011111 i 11 1122222222223333 33333344444441t4455555555556666666666 77777777178 
1234567890l234567890123456789012345678901234567890123't5678901231t5678901234567890 
CARO. 





C •••our WRITES OUT ALL MESSAGES AND OUTPUT Of THE PROBLEM*** 


































DI MENSI ON PHI C 20001 ,EKC20001,NOC20001 ,MAT (2000 I 
DIPIENSJON. UKlC 151,UK2C 151 ,UK3C 151 ,STEK3C 151 
OIHENS ION CKl C 15 It CK2 US ,21,CK3 C 15,411 ,CKlt.ClS,.U 





2NDUH2,NDUM3 ,NDUM4,HDUH1 ,HDUM2,MOUM3,MOUH4,KEY . 
COMMON IDlMP, I CliT ,NCUT, ICMAXJ,1 CMAXI, ICMAXK,MAN ,INIT, NTYPE, ICOUNT, 
l JAM ,MHl ,MHZ, MV 1, HV2 ,M01,M02,NSUP, J ,K, I ,NINEK,NINPHI ,NCHAXJ, 
2NCMAXI ,NCHAXK,t.UH 
COMMON 8EE,CANGLE,DELZ,SANGLE,DEE,AYE,H,ELENG,Pl,COR1,COR2,CDR3, 
1COR4, COR5 ,CODE ,PHIHAX, OUMl, DU1t2, DUO, DJM4,DDUM1 ,DDUM21 1>DUM3, 
2DDUM4,DDUM5,ANGLE,PLDP 
COMMON FRACT,FK,X,DENDM1,DENOM2,0ENOM3,DENCON,AVTERM,HTERM 1 VTERM, 
lAXTERM,OTERM,CUNIT 
COMMON NDY,OIFE, SDI FE ,P SDIFE ,CORR 
EQ~ IV AL ENCE CPLOP, DUH I, C KEY, MU!U 
EQUIVALENCE CMAT,EKI . 
SUBROUTINE OUT HANDLES ALL PRINTOUT-WELL NEARLY 
'DIMENSION KROWC141 . 
101.FORMAT Cl9HlINIUAL CONDITIONS! 
102 FORMAT 122HlIT°ERATION IS COMPLETEI 
103 FORMAT C17HlCASE IS COMPLETE! 
104 FORMAT (511HlNUMBER OF ITERATIONS HAS EXCEEDED THE LlfUT-PRO.GRAM SA 
lVEDI 
105 fORMAT C34HlHME LIMIT EXCEEDED-PROGRAM SAVEDJ 
106 FORMAT C · 'lERROR EXIT-AN ILLOGICAL CHOICE OF CALCULATION TYPE HAS 
1 BEEN MADE-CHECK. INPUT DATA' I 
107 FORMAT C59HlERRCR EXIT-PROPOSED MATRIX CUT DOES NOT INCLUDE BDUNDA 
lR I ES I 
108 FORMAT 190HlERPOR EXIT-CALCULATED CUT MATR'IX DIMENSIONS DO NOT AGR 
lEE WITH INPUT CUT MATRIX DIMENSIONS! 
109 FORMATl'lERROR EXIT-A ·cALCULATED PIEZOMETRIC HEAD VALUE HAS EXCEED 
. lED THE INPUT L IMIT1 I . 
301 FORMAT C lHO, · 8HCASE NO •. I5,2X,15A41 
322 FORMAT Cl7H PIEZOMETRIC HEADI . 
66 FORMAH20H SOIL IDl:NTIFICATIONI 
206 FO~MAT C 37H TYPE OF PIEZDMETRIC HEAD CALCULATIONI 
324 FORMAT C32H RELATIVE CAPILLARY CONDUCTIVITVI 
325 FORMAT (30H MOISTURE CONTENT DISTRIBUTION) 
2000 FORMATC3HOY=l31 
306 FORMATC3HOZ=I3) 





















3011 FORMATC1H+,5X, 1Pl0Ell.4/C6X, 1Pl0Elle41 I 






lld9 4000 fURMATI lHOI 
1190 4001 FORMATllH I 
ll~l 1010 FORMAT llHll 
1192 115 FJ~MATI 45HOTHE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS IN THIS CASE EQUALS15 I 
119) 7L FO{MAT lllHOITERATION=,13,15H ~I DIFFERENCE=, Ell.4,3H Y=,13,3H Z 
1194 1:,13,JH X=,13,22H AVERAGE DIFFERENCE=,Ell.4,17H 0-RELAX. COR.= 
1195 2,ELl.41 
1190 GU TO (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,91,LSW 
1197 C INITIAL CONDITICIIIS PRINTED OUT-LSW=l 
1198 1 WPlTElb,1011 
1199 iJ TO 15 
llOO 1. !TtRATION PRINTCUT-LSW=2 
lLOl C •~uJG= !-NOTHING 
1202 C NBJG=2-HI DIFFERENCE ANO POINT AND AVOIFE 
1203 C N8lJ::i=3-A30VE PLLS PHI AND K 
l.i:04 2 GO Tl. 1100,10,301,NSUG 
1205 30 WRITEl6,1021 
1.206 GO TO 15 
1207 C ENu uF CASE PRINTOUT-LSW=3 
1208 3 WF!TE(6,1031 . 
1209 :.OTO 15 
1210 C SAVt-roo MANY ITERATIONS-LSW=4 
1211 4 Wi<I Ttlo,1041 
121.<! GU TO 31 
1213 C SAVE-EXCEEDED TIME LIMIT-LSW=5 
1214 5 WRITE(o,1051 
1215 31 bO TO 115,15,1001,NBUG 
1216 C E;QOR EXIT-ILLOGICAL TYPE Of CALC CHOICE-LSW=6 
lll7 o WR!TEl6,1061· 
1218 ~OTO 15 
121':I C ERROR EXIT-CUTTER ROUTINE-PROPOSED CUT DOES NOT INCLUDE BOUNDARY 
1220 C LSW=7 
1221 7 WRITElo,1071 
1222 3U TO 15 
1223 C i::RROR EXIT-CUTTER ROUTINE-CALCULATED CUT DI HENS IONS DO NOT AGREE 
1224 C wiTn INPJT CUT DIHENSIONS-LSW=B 
1225 8 WP!TEl6,l08) 
1226 GU TO 15 
1227 C :RROR EXIT~CALCULATED PHI BIGGER THAN INPUT MA( VALUE-LSW=9 
1228 ~ WRITEl6,109) 
1229 C CASE NO. AND CASE IDENT PRINTED OUT 
1230 15 WfiT TEl6,30ll NCASE,COOE 
12.:H ,0 llb,19,18,19,19,lo,16,16,191,LSW 
1232 C l~~ul PRINTOUT 
1233 1~ 1All INPUT 
l~J4 ~RITElb,10101 
1 d:, If' IL SW-6 11 9, 19, l 00 
12~0 l& ~J TO 119,201,NGRAP 
12~7 L NON GRAPHICAL PHI MATRIX PRINTOUT 
12J& 19 wRITEl6,3221 
12J9 DO 2041 J=l,MAXJ 
1240 WRITE16,20001 J 

































































00 2ll K=l,MAXK 
JAM=IKTOT*IJ-ll+MAXK*IIREV-l)+K 
OIJMIK l=PHIIJAM I 
wRI TEl6,l41 (OUMIK 1,K=l ,MAXKI 
WRITE16,40001 . 
GO TO 1221703,703,703,703,22,lOO,l00,251,LSW 


























MATEi<IAL MATRIX PRINTOUT 
WRITE(6 ,6b I 




wRITElb, 3061 !REV 
DO 212 K=l,MAXK 
JA~=IKTOT*IJ-ll+MAXK*IIREV-ll+K 
MUM(Kl=MAT(JAMI 
WRI TEfo,6111 IMUM(KI ,K=l ,MAXK) 
WR! TE( o,10101 
TYPE OF CALC MATRIX PRINTOUT 
w~ I TE ( 6 ,2 061 
00 22,07 J=l,MA)U 
WRITEl6 ,2000 I J 
00 207 l=l,MAXI 
I REV=MAXI +l-1 
WRITEl6,3061 IREV 
DO 208 K=l,MAXK 
JAM=IKTOT*(J-ll+MAXK*(IREV-l)+K 
MUMIKl=NOIJAMI 
WRITE16,68) (MUM(Kl ,K=l,MAXK) 
.wRITE(o ,1010 l 
GO TO 100 









GO TO 514 
LI NE=Mt.XK/NCOL 
GO TO 503 
L lelE=MAXK/NCOL +l 
GO TO (3503,30031,NPR 
WRI TEI 6,3221 
GU TO 3004 
WRi TE ( 6 d24l 
DO 20 ll J = l, MA XJ 
WRJTE(6,2000l J 
OU ll LL=l,LINE 






























































GO TO 518 
517 K2=MAXK 
518 DO 610 K=Kl,K2 
K3=K-CLL-ll*NCOL 
610 KROWCK3l=K 
GO TO (611,30051,NPR 
611 WRITEC6,6001 CKROWC Kl ,K=l,K31 
GO TO 618 
3005 WRI TE16,30061 (KROWCKI ,K=l,K31 
618 DO 11 Ia:l,MAXI 
I REV=MAXIH-I 
WRITEl6,3061 IREV 
. 519 DO 526 K=Kl,K2 
JAM=IKTOh (J-1 l+MAXK*( IREV-1 l+K 
K3=K-CLL-ll*NCOL 
GO TO 13007,30081,NPR 
3007 DUi'l(K3l=PHl(JAMI 
GO TO 526 
3008 OUMCK3l=EKIJAMI 
526 ::orHINUE 
GO TO (3009,30101,NPR 
3009 WRITEl6,14l (DUM(Kl,K=l,K31 
WRITE(6,40001 
WRIT E(6 ,itOO 11 
GO TO 11 
3010 WRITE16,40lll IOUMIKl,K"'l,K3) 
WRITE(6 ,4000 I 




GO TO 13012,702),NPR 
3012 NPR=2 
~OTO (3013,7021,NSAT 




NON GRAPHICAL K MATRIX PRINTOUT 
!f(NOUM311052,1C51,1052 
WRlTE(b,3241 
~O TO 1053 
1052 WR!TE16,3251 
l.053 00 2309 J=l,MAXJ 
wRI TE: I b ,20001 J 
DO 309 I= 1, MAX I 
I REV=MAX I +1-I 
WRITE16,3061 IREV 
DO 202 K=l,MAXK 
JAM=I KT 01* I J-1 l+MAXK* I IREV-11 +K 
202 OUM(Kl=EK(JAMI 
30':I WRITE(6,30ll I (OUMIK 1,K=l,MAXK I 
2309 WRI TEl6,l0101 
702 GD TO ( 1001,10, 24,24,24,lOCl,lOO,,oo,1001,LSW 
24 GO TU (25,100,lCOl,NBUG 
112 
80/80 LIST 

























































NO OF lTERATIONS PRINTED OUT 
2.5 WRI TECb,1151 L 
GU TO 100 
HI DIFFERENCE AND POINT PRINTED DUT 








DI MENS ION UKll 151,UK2( 151, UK31151, S TEK3( 151 
Dlr-lENSI ON C Kl I 151 ,CK2 (15 ,21, CK3 115,411, CK4H5,2 I 
DIMENSION PLOPl5011,KEYC5021,DUMC50ll,MUH(5021,COOE(l51 
COHMON PHI,EK,NO 
COMMON UKl ,UK2 ,UK3, STEK3 ,CKl ,CK2, CK3, CK4 
COMMON KK, 1 I, JJ,MAX I ,MAXK ,MAXJ, IK TOT, KI JTO'T ,NBUG ,NPUN, NCASE, NSAT, 
lNl, N2, NJ, N4 ,NS ,NAVG, NSI ZE, NAX 1, LSW, NGRAP, L, HI, JHI, I HI, KHI, NDUMl, 
2NOUM2,NOUM3 ,NOUM4,MOUM1 ,MOUM2 ,MOUM3 ,MDUM4 ,KEY 
COr4MON !DUMP, I CUT ,NCUT, ICMAXJ, I CHAXI, ICMAXK ,MAN, INI T, NTYPE, IC DUNT, 
lJAM ,MHl ,MH2 ,MVl, l'.V2, MCl, M02, NSKI P,J, K, I, NIN EK, N INPHI, NCMAXJ, 
2t.1Ct4AX1, NCMAXK ,NUM 
COMMON BEE, CANGLE, OELZ, SANGL E·, QEE, AYE, H, ELENG,P l,CORl ,COR2 ,COR3, 
1C.OR4, COR5 ,CODE ,PHl.MAX,OUMl, OUM2, OUM3, OUM4, OOUMl, DOUM2, OOUM3, 
2DOUM4,DOUM5,ANGLE,PLOP 
COMMON FR ACT• FK,X,·DENOHl, OENOM2, OE'.IOH3, DENCON ,AVTERM ,H TERM, VTERM, 
lAXTERM,OTERM,CUNI T 
COMMON NOY,DIFE,SDIFE,PSOIFE,CORR 
EQuI VAL ENCE I PLOP, DUH I, (KEY ,MU"f I 
EQUIVALENCE CHAT,EKI 
WRITEC6,l00J . 
100 FORMAT 125HOINPUT.DATA FOR THIS CASEI 
GO TO C 1, 2, 31 ,NSIZE 
1 WRITElo,501 
50 FORMAT (31HOTHIS IS A ONE DIMENSIONAL CASEI 
GO TO 4 
2 GO TO (5,61,NAXl 
5 WR! TE C 6,511 
51 FORMAT. 131HOTHIS IS A TWO DIMENSIONAL CASEI 
GO TO 4 
6 WR ITEi 6,521 
52 FORMAT (31HOTHIS IS AN AXISYMMETRICAL CASEI 
GO TO 4 
3 WRITEC6,531 
53 FORMAT C33HOTHIS IS A THREE DIMENSIONAL CASH 
4 GO TO 17,SI ,NSAT 
7 WRITE( o,541 
54 FORMAT 134HOUNSATURATEO SOIL CONDITIONS EXIST) 
WR! TECo,1121 






























































55 FORMAT ('t7H SOIL NUMBER PERMEABILITY COUPLING RATIOI 
WRITE(b,561 IM,CKllM),Mzl,NUM) 
Sb FllRMAT. I 112, EZ8 .41 . 
WRI TEl6,571 CUNI T 
57 FORMAT 140H ·. THE CAPILLARY PRESSURES ARE SCALED BY EU.It 
GO TO 9 
ii WRI TE 16,581 
58 FORMAT 132HOSATURATEO SOIL CONDITIONS EXISJ) 
9 WRITE(6,200l OUMl 
200 FORMAT I 39H SA TURA TEO PERMEABILITY FOR SOIL NOol , Ell o4 J 
wRITEH,,621 
62 FORMAT(Z2HOOESCRIPTION OF MATRIX) 
GO TO 110,11,11,11,ll,.ll,lU,ICUT 
10 WRITEl6,591 NCMAXJ,NCMAXI,NCMAXK 
59 f0RMAT(28H MATRIX DIMENSIONS ARE Y• I3,4H Z• 13,'tH X= 131 
GO TO 12 
ll WRITE (6 ,!»01 NCMAXJ, NCMAXI, NCMAXK, ICHAXJ, ICMAXI, ICMAXK 
60 FORMAT137H MATRIX DIMENSIONS ARE CUT FROM Y• 13,4H Z• 13,4H X• 
113,7H TOY" I3,4H Z= I3,4H X• 13) 
12 WRITEl6,.20ll JJ,11,KK . 
201 FO~MAT (53H THE COORDINATES OF THE POINT CIF DISTURBANCE ARE 'I• 13 
1,'tH Z= 13,3H X=I3) 
WRITE16,1151 
115 FORMAT (30HOPARAMETERS DESCRIBING PROBLEM) 
WRITEl61ll6I DELZ 
116 FORMATl33H DISTANCE BETWEEN NOOE POINTS IS El2o41 
wRITE(o,1171 ODUMS 
117 FORMATI 16H COLUMN LENG TH IS El2 o't I 
WR! TE( 6, 1181 · O.OUM4 
lHl FORMATl3'i1H VERTICAL TRANSLATION OF THE ORIGIN IS Ello41 · · 
WR! TE(b,1191 ANGLE 
119 .FORMAT( 39H · ANGLE .OF INCLINATION OF THE SYSTEM JS El2o~t 
WRITE(6 ,120 I BEE,DEE, AYE 
120 FORMATl47H COEFF. OF THE CAPILLAR'I PRESSURE ,EQUATION ARE 3ElZo41 
WRITE( b,611 . 
61 FORMAT 136HOPIEZOMETRIC HEAD CALCULATION METHO~I 
GO TU 113,141,NAVG 
13 fiR!TE(6,63) 
63 FORMAT I 81H RELATIVE CAPILLARY CONDUCTIVITY VALUES USED IN THE.O 
lcNJMI~ATuR ARE NOT AVERAGEOJ 
GO TO 15 
14 WRITElb,641 
o4 FORMAT I 77H RELATIVE CAPILLARY CONDUCTIVITY VALUES USED JN THE D 
lENOMINATOR ARE AVERAGEOJ 
15 WR! TEl6,1281 
l.:& FOR1~ATIZ7HO OVERRELAXATION C.OR~ECTIONI 
WRITE16,129) 
l.!9 FUR MAT ( ' USED THROUGH JTERATI ON F-ACTOR• J 
WR!lElb,1301 Nl,CORl 
130 fORMAT 1Il7,16X, Ell.41 
wR!TE(b,1311 N2,N3 
1::>l FORMAT llt6H OVERR.ELAXATION FACT.JR ~ECALCULUliO EVERY ,13,UH I 
lTERATION UP TO ,I3,16H ITERATIONS MAX.I 




.123456 7 8 9 O 1.2345 6 7 8 90 1234567890123456 7 890U345 6 7 8901234!;61890123456 7 890123456 7 890 
202 FORMAT (17HOPROGRAM CONTROLS) 
WRITEC6,J.Z6) Pl 
126 FORMAT( 51H IF THE Hie OlFFe BETWEEN IT~RATIO~: IS LESS T.HAN 
X2.4,21H,THE CASE IS COMPLETE) . 
WRITE(6,65) PHIMAX 
65 FORMATC49H IF A CALCULATED PlEZOMETRIC HEAD VALUE EXCEEDS 
l,21H,AN EAAOR EXIT OCCURS, 
WRl TE C6 ,66J 
66 FORMAT C 19HOO.UMMY INPUT VALUESI. 
WP.ITEl6 ,68) 
68 FORMAT (34H INTEGERS 
WRIT EC6,61) NOUMl,OUMl 
67 F.ORMAT Cll2,E20.lt) 








***RELAX CAlCULATES THE OVERRELAXATI0°'4 FACmR AT SPECIFIED 
SUSROUTINE RELAXCNSAT,SDJFE,PSDlFE,CCIP.R,NOY) 
INTERVALS••• 
22 QM=S01FE/PS01FE . . 
FLAMSQ=(QH+CORR-1.J**Z/CQM*CORA**2) 
IF (l.·FLAMSQJ 26,25,25 
26 FLAMSQD-FLAMSQ 
NOY=NDY+l . 
2!1 COilR=2• I< lo +SQRT( 1.-FLAMSQJ) 
IFINSAT-1129~29,3• 
2~ IFll·NDYJ27,23,23 
23 !flfLAMSQI 27t27,32 
ll CO~R=Oe6~+CORR*O.l75 
GO TO 34 . 




***GMAN RETRIEVES THE INTEGER DESIGNATION FOR THE SOIL FROM ~EMJ~Y••• 
THIS SUBRuUTlNE PICKS UP THE MATERIAL MATRIX FROM THE MERGED MATRIX· 
MAN IS THE SOIL NUMBER 






























































C ***GNJ RET~IEVES THE INTEGER DfSIGNATlON Of THE CALCULATION TYPE*** 
THIS SUBROUTINE RETURNS.CALCULATION TYPE 
!>USROUTINE GNO(JMAGE,NO,JAMI 
INTEGER*2 1110,MAT 
DJ ME NSJ ON NOi 11 
lMAGE•NOCjAMJ-NOIJAMl/100*100 





































































***SAVE STORES DATA FROM FINAL ITERATION WHEN ITERATION LIMIT IS *** 




DI MENSI ON P.HI I 2000 I , EK( 2000 I, NOi 20:>0 I, M ATl,2000 I 
DIMENSION UKl( 15) ,UK2( 151 ,UK3( 151,STEK31151 
DIMENSION CKlll51,CK2115,21,CK3(l5,411,CK4115,21 
DI MENSI ON PLOP (50ll , KEV 15021, OUM 15011,MUM 16021, CODE 1151 
COMMON PHI,EK,NO . 
COMMON UK1,UK2,UK3,STEK3,CK1,CK2,CK3,CK4 
COM MON KK ,I I ,.J J ,MAXI, MAXK ,MAXJ, IK TOT, KI JTOT ,NBUG, NPUN, NCAS E,NSAT, 
lNl, 1112, N3, N4, N5, NAVG, NSI ZE, NAXI, LSW, NGRA P, L',Hl ,JHI, I HI , KHI, NDUMl, 
2NDUM2 ,NDUM3, NDUM4 ,MDU Ml ,MDU M2 ,MDUM3, MDU M4,K EY 
COMMON I DUMP, I CUT ,NC UT, ICMAXJ ,JCMA,)( I, I CMAXK,MAN, I NIT, NTYPE, I COUNT, 










REWIND 8 · 
WR IT EI 8 I KK, 11, JJ ,MAXI ,MAXK ,MAXJ, I K TOT, Ki JTOT ,NBUG, NPUN, NC ASE, 
lN SAT, Nl ,N2, N3 ,N4 ,N5 ,NAVG;NS IZE, NAXI, LSW ,NGRAP ,L, HI, JHI, IHI ,KHI, 
2NDUMl,NDUM2,NDUM3,NDUM4;MDUMl,MDUMl,MDUM3,MDUM4,KEY 
WRITE(BI IOUMP,ICUT,NCUT,ICMAXJ,ICMAXI,ICMAXK,MAN,INIT,NTYPE, 
l! COUNT, JAM, MHl, MH2, MVl, MV:.:'., MOl, M02, NSKI P, J,K, I, NINEK, N INPHI, NCMAXJ 
2,NCMAXI,~CMAXK,NUM 
WR! TE ( 81 BEE, CANGL 'E, DEL Z, SANGL E, Di:E, AVE, H, ELEI\IG,P l ,CORl ,COR2, COR3 
1,COR4,COR5,CODE,PHIMAX,DUMl,DUM2,DUM3,DUM4,0DUMl,ODUM2,DDJM3, 
2DDUM4,0DUM5,ANGLE,PLOP . 
WRITE ( 81 FR ACT, FK, X, OENOM l, DENOM2, DENOM3,DENCON,.AVTERM, HT ERM, 
lVTERH,AXTERM,OTERM,CUNIT 
WRIT Ela I UK l, UK2 ,UK3, ST EK3, CK l;CK 2, CK 3, CK4 
NOXSML=l 
:.,ioXL GE= 1000 
10 iF (KIJTOT-(NOXLGE+lOII 50,50,20 
20 WR I TE Id I I PHI I NDXVI , NDXV=NDXSML ,NDX LGEI 
wRITE(81 I EKINDXVl,NDXV=NDXSML,NDXLGEI 
WRITE(BI I NOINOX\il,NOXV=NDXSML,NOXLGEI 
NDXSML=NDXSML+lOOO 
NDXL GE=NDXL GE+ 1000 
GO TO l 0 
50 wRITEIBI IPHIINDXVl,NDXV=NDXSML,KIJTOTI 
WRITEIB I I EKI NOXV 1,NDXV=NDXSML,KiJTOTl 
116 
80/80 LIST 
000000000 l l l 11111112 2222222223333333.33344444444445555 5555556666666666 77777777778 


























***A SAMPLE l NPUT SET FOR THE NELSON MODEL FOLLOWS*** 
***DETAILED EXPLANATION OF INPUT CARO TYPES A"'O THE OPTIONS AVAILABLE ARE*** 
***FOUND IN "STEADY OARCIAN TRANSPORT OF FLUIDS 1'4 HETEROGENEOUS PAR TlALLY**t: 
***SATURATED POROUS MEDIA, PART 2,. THE COMPUT:):R PROGRAM", REISENAUER,A.E.~*** 
***ET AL,,AEC R&O REPORT HW-7233~ PT2,PP.19-?3,l963.*** 
***ALL CARDS WHICH ARE BRACKETED ~y *** ARE COMMEH CARDS AND MUST BE**• 
***REMOVED FROM THE DATA SET BEF1RE THE PROGfAM WILL EXECUTE PROPERLY*** 
***THE FOLLOW! NG CARDS ARI; THE INPUT OAT A AND CONTROL CARDS*** 
***FOR EXECUTING A 2-DIM~NSIClNAL STE(IDY STATE GROUNDWATER FLOW ,icu 











































2 SATURATED FLOW PROBLEM SITE 13 AFTER OOP IJWNl 
C ***CARD TYPE 2 FOLLOWS*** 
2 l 1 l 2 1 2 2 1 
C ***CARD TYPE 6 FOLLOWS*** 
l 24 W 1 24 20 l 4 13 
C ***CARD TY.PE 7 FOLLOWS*** 
l6l.87E+OO o.OE+OO o.OE+OO O.OE+OO 1. OE+OO l.OE+004209.4E+OO 
C ***CARD TYPE 8 FOLLOWS*** 
4.40E+02 l.OE-03 
C ***~ARD TYPE 9 FOLLOWS*** 
1.25 LO 30 200 
C ***Plt:ZOMETRIC HEAD LOADED BY ROW INPUT OPTION ABOVE A BASE DATUM OF 1000*** 
C ***FEET ABOVE MEAN SEA LEVEL*** 
C ***A SE~IES OF ALTERNATING CARD TYPES 10 AND 16 FOLLOW*** 
l l l l 5 
l 389. 6 388. 7 8 392. 9 394. 
l l 2 3 3 
l 395. 3 394. 6 390. 9 396. 
l l 4 4 4 
l 395. 6 390. 7 388. 9 396. 
l l 5 5 4 
l 396. 6 389. 11 398. 12 400. 
l l 6 7 5 
l 396. 6 394. 7 390. 8· 392. 12 - 400. 
l l 8 9 6 
1 402. 3 40U. 7 395. 9 10 396. 16 408. 
117 
80/80 LI ST 
00000000011111111112 222222222333333333344444444~,455555555656666666666 77777777778 
1234567890123456789012345 6 7 89 012345 6 7 89 012345678.9012345678901234567890123456 7 890 
CARO 
1621 1 l 10 10 4 
1622 l 402. 4 398. 13 406. 18 412. 
1623 l l 11 11 5 
1624 l 402. 4 398. 8 408.4 12 406. 18 41.2. 
1625 l 1 12 15 4. 
1626 1 406. 4 404 •. 7 408.4 13 410. 
1627 1 1 16 16 4 
1628 l 408. 6 410. 8 408.4 12 ltl4. 
1629 l 1 17 19 6 
414. 1630 l 408. 6 410. 7 408. 10 410 • 12 13 412. 
1631 l l 20 21 2 
r 
1632 l 414. 13 418. 
1633 l l 22 24 6 
. 1634 l 420. 7 418. 9 420. 11 'fl6 • 12 41~. 13 420. 
1635 C. ***SATURATED PERMEABILITIES IN FT ,;/DAY ARE R E/10 IN BY ROW INPUT OPTION••• 
1636 C ***A SERIES OF AL TE.RNATI NG CARO TY,PES 10 ANO :i,4 FOLLOW*** 
1637 1 l l 1 6 
1638 l 5.ooe+oo 6 l.OOE+OO 7 t1.50E+oo 10 2.ooE+OO 
1639 11 4. OOE+ 00 12 8.00E+OO ,. 
l6't0 1 l 2 2 7 
1641 l 5. OOE+OO 5 4.00E+OO 6 l.50E+OO 7 l.OOE+OO 
1642 10 1. 50E+ 00 11 2.00E+OO 12 8.ooE+oo 
1643 l 1 3 3. 8 
16't4 1 5.ooE+OO 2 4.00E+OO 3 2.ooE+OO 5 3.00E+OO 
1645 7 2. OOE+OO 8 l.OOE+OO 11 3.00E+OO 12 6 .ooe+oo 
lo46 l 1 4 4 12 
16.47 l 4,oOOE+OO 2 3.00E+oO 5 5.00E+QO 6 3.00E+OO 
1648 7 2. OOE+OO 8 i. ooe+c>'o 9 2.ooe+oo 10 4.ooe+oo 
1649 11 8. OOE+OO .12 3.00E+OO 13 2.DOE+OO 16 4. OOE+OO 
1650 l l 5 5 11 
1651 l 5. OOE+OO 2 4. OOE+OO 4 5.00E+OO 5 4.ooe+oo 
16!>2 1 . 2.ooe+oo 8 1.ooe+oo 9 2. OOE+O!) 10 8. OOE+OO 
1653 11 4. OOE+OO 12 2.ooe+oo· 16 4.00E+OO 
1654 l 1 6 6 7 
1655 l 5.00E+OO 3 4.ooe+oo 5 lo lOE+Ol 6 3. OOE+OO 
1656 7 1. 50E+OO 8 1.ooE+oo 9 2.00E+OO 
lo57 l l 7 7 6 
1658 l 5 .ooE+OO 2 4.o·oe+oo 5 9.00E+OO 6 2.00E+OO 
1659 7 l. OOE+OO 14 l.50E+OO 
l6b0 l l 8 8 7 
1661 1 4.00E+OO 5 3.00E+QO 6 1.50E+oo 7 l.OOE+OO 
1662 .1.3 2. OOE+OO 16 3.;00E+OO 19 4.00E+OO 
1663 l 1 9 9 5 
1664 l 4.00E+OO 4 5.ooe+oo 5 2.ooe+oo 8 l.OOE+OO 
1665 18 2. OOE+OO 
1006 l l 10 10 7 
1667 1 5.00E+OO 4 4.00E+OO 5 .2.ooE+oo 6 5.00E+OO 
1668 7 2. OOE+OO 8 l.OOE+OO 19 2.ooe+oo 
lo69 l 1 ll 11 7 
1610 1 5.ooe+oo 3 4.00E+OO 6 s.ooe+oo 7 2 •. 00E+OO 
1671 10 l. OOE+ 00 16 l.50E+OO 19 . 2.ooe+oo 
1072 1 l 12 12 7 
1673 1 s.ooe .. oo 3 4.00E+OO 5 s.ooe+oo 7 z.ooe+oo 







1675 1· 1 13 13 7 
1676 1 5.00E+OO 3 4.00E+oO 5 5.00E+OO 6 2. OOE+OO 
1677 '9 l• OOE+OO 15 l.50E+OO 18 2.00E+OO 
1678 1 1 14 14 7 
1679 l 5.00E+OO 3 4.00E+OO 5 5.00E+OO 6 2.00E+OO 
1680 9 1. OOE+OO 14 1. 50E+OO 17 2.00E+OO 
1681 1 1 15 15 6 
1682 1 5.00E+OO 4 4.50E+OO 5 2.00E+OO 9 loOOE+OO 
1683 14 1. 50E+OO 16 2.00E+OO 
lb84 1 1 16 17 5 
1685 l 5.00E+OO 5 4.00E+OO 6 2.ooE+Oo 9 l.OOE+OO 
1686 14 2. OOE+OO 
1687 1 1 18 19 4 
.· 1688 1 5.00E+OO .5 4.00E+oO 6 2.00E+OO 15 4.00E+OO 
lbli9 . 1 l 20 23 1 
lb90 1 5.00E+OO 5 4.00E+OO 6 2.ooe+oo .:l:2 6. OOE+OO 
1691 13 4. OOE+OO 14 2.ooE+OO 15 4.ooe+oo 
1692 1 1 24 24 3 
1693 :i 5.00E+OO 10 4.00E+OO 13 6. OOE+OO 
1694 C ***CALCULA Tl ON TYPES ARE READ IN av R,OW INPUT· OPTION*** 
1695 C ***A SERIES OF CARD TYPES 10 AND 15 FOLLOW*** 
!696 1 l 1 l l 
J.697 11. 
1698 l l 2 2 8 
lb99 11. 37. 42. 71. 82. 103. 112. 121. 
1700 l l 3 3 9 
1701 11. 21. 32. 42· 52. 71. 82. 128. 131. 
1702 l l 4 4 10 
1703 11. 29. 32. 62. 71. 82. 92. 102. 137. 151. 
1704 1 1 5 5 8 
1705 11. 42. 11. 82. 112. 122. 148. 151. 
1706 1 1. 6 6 10 
1707 11. 35. 42,, 11. 82. 122. '1320 145. 157. 161. 
1708 1 l l 7.10 
J.709 11. 21 •. · 32. 81. 92. 122. 132. 153. 198. 201. 
1710 1 'l 8 8 9 
1711 11. 25. 32. 72. 82. 91. 102. 196.· 201. 
1712 l l 9 9 10 
1713 11. 29. 32. 42. 72. 82. 101. 112. 196. 201. 
1714 l l 10 10 11 
1715 11. 39. 42. 62. 82. 101 .• 112. 132. 142. 196. 201. 
1716 1 l 11 11 9 
1717 11. 45. 52. 81· 122. 152. 162. 1.96. 201. 
1718 l 1 l.! 12 8 
1719 u. 37. 42. 52. . 11. 132. 1910 201. 
1720 l 1 13 13 10 
J.721 11. · 35. 42. 52.; 71. 132. 142. 152. 1810 201. 
17'2 1 l 14 14 9 
1723 11. 49. 52. 71. 132· 142. 152. 166. 171. 
1724 l l 15 15 7 
l.725 11. 49. 52. 81 • 132. 1610 111. 
1726 l· l lo 16 9 
1727 ' 11. 59. 62. 81. 122. 132. 142. 1510 111. 




000000000 l ll 11111112 2222222223333333333't4444444445555 5555556666666666 77777777778 
l23456789012345678901234567890.l.23456189012345678;101234567890123't5679901234567890 
CARD 
1729 11. 62. 12. 82. 112. 146. 1510 161. 
1730 l 1 18 18 7 
1731 l i'. 65. 12. 102. 112. 146. 151. 
1732 1 l 19 19 7 
1733 11. 65. 72. 102. 112. 146. 151. 
1734 l 1 20 20 7 
1735 11. 57. 62. 72. 82. 146. 151. 
1736 l l 21 21 8 
1737 11. 55. 62. 102. 112. 132. 146. 151. 
1738 1 l 22 22 9 
1739 11. 59. 64. 12. 82. 112. 122. l'to. 151. 
1740 l l 23 23 8 
1741 u. 72. 84. 92. 112. 122. 146. 151. 




1746 C ***APPE~DlX 8 IS COMPLETE*** 
r 
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